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In studying the l i f e history of blowflies ? 
part icularly from the ecological point of view^ i t i s not 
enough to obtain laboratory information on the effects of 
various environmental factors on stages in the l i f e history. 
Whilst such observations are important they can give no 
more than a very approximate indication of the behaviour 
of the various stages under f i e l d conditions. In spite 
of the economic importance of various species of blowflies 
very l i t t l e information has been collected from f i e l d studies 
and i t has been the aim of this investigation to obtain 
information from f i e l d studies in order to f i l l up what 
are quite extensive gaps in pur knowledge of the ecology 
of some of our common blowflies. 
INTRODUCTION (Historical) 
For a f u l l understanding of this investigation i t i s 
necessary to take into account information made available 
in the course of other studies in blowflies. These 
related investigations f a l l into four classess-
1. 3?ield studies on the v i a b i l i t y of blowflies 
21. Diapause and related phenomena 
3. Laboratory studies on the effect of 
temperature and humidity. 
4. Parasites and Predators. 
1. ElELD STUDIES OS THE VIABILITY OF ELOWLIES 
Some of the most important investigations were carried 
out at the beginning of the present century when the 
blowfly problem received a considerable amount of attention 
in connection with the spread of disease. Graham-Smith (1915) 
observed the effect of weather conditions on blowfly prepupae 
and pupae. The f l i e s which he studied were those which 
oviposited on small carcasses contained in v e r t i c a l l y placed 
drain-pipes ha l f buried in the s o i l , ^hen the carcasses 
had been thoroughly fly-blown he covered the tops of the 
pipes with "butter muslin and was thus able to record al l -
emergence* Subsequent generations were obtained by 
introducing further carcasses into the pipes* He found that 
heavy or continuous ra in associated with cold weather caused 
a high mortality, but that heavy rain of short duration i n 
mild weather was not unfavourable* He postulated that the 
rapid decline of a. blowfly population i n Autumn was partly 
due to an increase i n mortality and part ly to non-emergence. 
He suggested that there was a c r i t i c a l emergence temperature 
for such species* and probably also a pupation temperature, 
s l ight ly below that tcf¥ emergenoe« This meant that these 
species which appeared firstcwould disappear last* 
Fie ld experiments on the role of water in insect 
development have been parried put in America by Hodsori (1937) •'• 
He suggested that the climate factors influencing so l i moisture 
were temperature* relat ive humidity, saturation deficiency, 
sunshine and wihd» He maintained that these were more 
important i n spring and summer than i n autumn and winter, 
when there would be only gradual changes i n these factors* 
Thus, although the absolute humidity may decrease as winter 
approaches* -(his would be of l i t t l e importance, because as 
the temperature decreases, the a b i l i t y of hygroscopic 
material3 (e*g* so i l ) increases* Talcing so i l samples and 
determing their wet and dry weights, he found that 'p la in ' 
s o i l contained less than 100/2 water (expressed as a % of 
dry weight) whereas bog so l i may have 300 - 700 % water in i t* 
He also found that^Lucil ia aericata (Hg.) prepupae were normal} 
found i n a saturated atmosphere, i t was possible to keep them 
at 20% R*H* and 2°Q for f ive months* There was a mortality 
of only 12% although the larvae los t up to 5Q# of their 
weight i n the process* On the effects of moisture on survival 
at low temperatures* he came to the conclusion that whereas 
a wet environment was favourable for temperaturesabove zero, 
a moderately dry environment was not favourable for sub-zero 
temperatures* Mortality of L . sericata prepupae at sub-zero 
6. 
temperatures was sigh when they were kept i n sand at 2*5/3 B*H* 
but low when kept in other types of s o i l (s*g* loam) at the 
sane humidity* The low hygroscopic coeff icient of sand had 
resulted i n free water which had frozen and pierced insect 
tissues, possibly di luting the body fluids* 
Bruce (1939) buried pupae of three species, namely 
Haamatobia i r r i t a n a ( L l ) , Qallitroga americanafa-.&p.) y v s c a 
Domes t i ca L r » i n j a r s of f ine sand and added known amounts 
of water* He weighed each batch dai ly and added the amount 
of water needed to make up the desired percentage of moisture* 
He found that C»americana and K*domestica had a high 
emergence when the sand contained l e s s than 140 water and .that 
no f l i e s emerged from so i l s containing more than 16.1;'* £or 
H*irritana the percentage of adult emergence was d i s t inc t ly 
highest from sand containing 7, moietuie and there was no 
emergence when i t was l e s s than 0.25, o v greater than 14* %• 
Recent f i e l d studies in America on the screw-worm 
C.omerlcana by l indqulst & Barrett (1945),Deonier (1945) and 
Parman (1945) have shed further l ight on the problem. 
Prepupae and pupae of this species were placed on the surface 
of the so i l and at varying depths at intervals throughout 
the cool season* Thus the duration of prapuprl and pupal 
stages at various temperatures was determined* Frepupae 
deposited at temperatures of 15-20°? usually diad and the 
pupal stage was found to be even nore sensit ive, as the 
individuals were unable to move and choose their environment* 
Pupae were nearly always k i l l e d at sub-zero temperatures when 
there was suff ic ient moisture content to freeze the so i l solid, 
Pupal development did not occur below 55°^« V^hen cold 
temperatures prolonged the duration of the pupal stage to more 
than 40 days, the percentage of adults emerging dropped rapldl; 
I n fact , the effective mart mm generation span i n nature was 
estimated at less than a 100 days* p*anerlcana rare ly 
established i t s e l f i n an area with a r a i n f a l l of more than 5** 
per month* The type of s o i l also affected winter survival -
well rotted manure was found to 
be the best protection* Comparison of results from many 
different States Indicated that C.americana did not exhibit 
true hibernation tendencies and mortality was high in 
regions with an average mean daily winter temperature below 
5Q°]?„ Infestation in these regions was mainly caused by 
spring migration of adults or by the accidental 
transportation of feeding larvae. 
2. Diapause and Related Phenomena. 
Pract ical ly a l l the work which has been carried out on 
diapause phenomena In the case of blowflies has taken the 
form of laboratory investigations. Cousin (1932), 
Burtt (1937), Fraenkel (1938)» Melianby (1933). Dennel (194-5) 
and Dickson (1949) have covered various aspects of this 
problem. 
In relation to the present problem* information on the 
environmental conditions which cause diapause i s of . 
especial interest. Diapause has been defined by Cousin (1932) 
as arrested development accompanied by a decrease in 
metalollc rate . But Dickson (1940) did not consider arrested 
development produced by low temperature and Capable of being 
brought to an end whenever the temperature rose, as diapause, 
but merely as 'quiesceiaeeM. Low temperatures could, however, 
induce true diapause, not iiomediately broken by a return to 
optimum conditions. Cousins described this type of diapause 
as 'permanent*. She found the prepupal stage of L . s er i ca ta 
to be particularly sensit ive to unfavourable factors, 
(experienced either at that stage or at an ear l ier stage) -
In fact , she could induce 'permanent* diapause only at that , 
stage. Later workers, namely Wiggleworth (1934) Fraenkel 
(1935) and Burtt (1937) have shown that diapause i s 
probably due to the inhibition of the hormone pro due ed by 
Weissman's r ing . Short, temporary diapause may be the 
8. 
resul t of a mere retarding effect* Dennell (1949) suggested 
that a juvenile hormone was present in a l l stages of blowfly 
larvae and that this hormone was eliminated at the beginning 
of pupation. Gousinr. (1932), found that i l l - f e d larvae or 
even the eggs from badly fed f l i e s gave r i s e to prepupae 
which were l i a b l e to enter diapause for a few, days. She 
also found that temperatures below the threshold of 
development (fi°0 for L.ser icata) or above the optimum (36°C for 
L B eerlcata) endured during the larval stage could cause a 
diapause of up to 12days. Poor quality foed,asphy:giatic)«a, 
excessive dampness, or pressure could a l l cause a brief 
diapause, but larvae which had suffered dryness entered a 
permanent diapause* which Cousin found very d i f f i c u l t to break.; 
The proportion of dry to wet matter in the prepupae was imported 
- above 29# of dry matter, pupation was impossible* Such 
prepupae* could, .provided they had previously l o s t some of 
their fa t reserves, drink water unt i l they had reached the 
necessary proportions and then pUpjate. The cut ic le was 
apparently not suf f ic ient ly distensible to permit drinking 
before some f a t reserves had been l o s t . 
Hellanby (1938) suggested that in nature diapause was 
frequently caused by. overcrowding on carcasses or by too dry 
conditions during l a r v a l or preptipal stage. I t is doubtful 
whether August and September larvae are part icularly l i a b l e to 
desslcatioii. The average r a i n f a l l for these months i s high 
and remains so throught the winter. However, the prepupae are 
normally situated within the top few inches of s o i l , which may 
undergo rapid reductions in humidity in hot sunny weather. 
Mellanby also suggested that in spring the prepupae, after 
having drunk suf f ic ient water to remove any effects of 
desslcation, are stimulated to pupate by a suitably warm 
temperature. Certainly the r a i n f a l l in March and Apri l i s 
normally low, but the temperatures would probably not be 
suf f ic ient ly high to cause a deficiency of water at this time* 
I t i s doubtful however, whether blowfly.prepupae do normally 
suffer from lack of .water and undergo 'permanent diapause' in 
the sense that Cousin used the expression. She hersel f kept 
blowfly prepupae at 5°C and optimum humidities for s i x or more 
months*. . ..They, remained, at the same stage but continued 
development when returned tooptimum conditions. Such 
behaviour has been. defined by Cousin as •. temper sry diapause!» 
and i t seems probable that ,this i s essentially the type of 
diapause which blowfly prepupae undergo during the winter months 
Graham-Smith (1915) found that C.ery throcenhala could pupate-— 
and actually emerge at very low temperatures*. He even 
recorded emergences in the f i e l d during January* 
Dickson (1949) found that diapause in Graphblitha molest a 
(Busch) was regulated by the number of hours of daylight per « T . * 
day* maximum diapause being produoted when Hie daylight lasted 
about 12 hours* He found that l i gh t had no such effect on 
L . ser lca ta larvae* I t i s possible however* that other stages 
of this species may be affected by l ight in this manner* 
3. Laboratory Studies on Temperature and Humidity. 
Blowfly larvae and prepupae were among the f i r s t organisms 
whose development was studied in relat ion to temperature and 
humidity* Peairs (1914 & 1927) was perhaps the f i r s t invest-
igator of the problem and he was followed by Cousin (1932)* 
The general!, importance of temperature and humidity has been 
given considerable attention by many other workers. From the 
point of view of the present work the sal ient features are 
as f o l l o w s » -
ff-ate of Development at Constant Temperatures 
Peairs (1927) found that over a medium range of 
temperature* the rate of development of insects was directly 
proportional to the temperature. Cousin (1932) found that this 
held good for L . ser l ca ta larvae between 1£°C and 36°C, 
provided that other conditions were optional. Plotting 
temperatures against the reciprocal of the time taken 
to complete development,, she 
10. 
obtained a straight l ine whlich cut the temperature axis at t*6°C. 
This was taken to be the theoretical threshold of developments 
below which no development would occur. The real threshold pf v 
development she found experimentally to be 6 G. Peairs also 
determined thresholds of development experimentally and found that 
the calculated threshold was usually higher than the actual 
threshold. 
Cousin derived similar data for the prepupal and pupal stages 
of L . ser ica ta Prepupal development was most rapid at 3I> * 
,o. «o 
36 C, pupae were not usually formed above 3 s C and the theo-
r e t i c a l threshold of development was 9»4°C> The theoretical 
threshold for pupal development was 9*3°C, whereas i n actual 
practice, metamorphosis was effected i n several months at 
9?C. At 40°C* although metamorphosis was completed, the 
adults fa i led to emerge. 
Peairs pointed out that the temperature at which the 
greatest member of insects completed development was not always 
the temperature at which they Completed development with the 
greatest spejad. 
Rate of Development .at i&uctnating ffearoeraturea. 
Peairs found that temperatures fluctuating about a mean: 
caused slower development for some insects than an equivalent 
constant temperature? The development of blowfly larvae was* 
however, accelerated by fluctuating temperature. Pra&ban (194?) 
working on the cotton boll-woria^ came to the conclusion that 
development was quicker under variable temperatures when the 
general temperature vias low, but that the effect was reversed 
at higher temperatures. Mellaafry (1937) studied the effect of 
rate of change of teiaperature on insects . He found that the 
eMll-eoina temperature ( i«e» the temperature at which the 
insect made, no spontaneous movement) and cold death-point were 
affected by the temperature from which the insect was removed. 
An insect could normally be acclisaatised to a different 
envi.romental tesrperature within 24 hours. Therefore only large 
and rapid temperature fluctuations would seriously affect the 
• i i . 
. i 
eeonomy of the species? In the course of studies on Arct ic , 
insects (Mellahby 1040). found that those forms l i k e l y to be 
active during the winter (e.g. mosquito larvae and stonefly 
nymphs) were most f i t t ed to survive fluctuating and/or low 
temperatures such as would be caused by melting snow. Mellanby 
(3-933) also suggested that there were often large discrepancies 
between the temperatures recorded by meteorological apparatus 
and the temperatures actually prevailing in the microhabitat of 
an insect. Large Insects might keep cool by evaporation from 
their bodies. Small insects would have to re ly on evaporation 
from their microclimate. Meadow grass registered a temperature 
7°C less than a i r temperature. The amount of evaporation 
from a surface would depend not only on temperature but also 
on saturation deficiency. In moving; a i r . even greater cooling 
would be obtained. Thus, when an insect appeared to be 
attracted by moisture or some chemical stimulus, i t may 
actually have been attracted by the low temperature. 
Bodenhelmer (1938) came to the conclusion that the duration 
of the l i f e cycle of the oriental red spider Anychus oriental is 
was Influenced more by temperature than by any other factor. 
He claimed that one could determine periods of peak 
population of an insect from a knowledge of the temperature 
and humidity of the area concerned. 
^ Effect of Relative Humidity on Gold Hardiness 
Payne (1927) studied the effect of water-content of 
insects on their cold-hardiness and found that insects which 
had been part ia l ly dehydrated were more res is tant to cold. I f 
the body f lu ids were concentrated, then the depression of 
freezing point would be great and the death point consequently 
lower. This would be true for pure s a l t s . Sacharov (1930) 
pointed out that the body f l u i d was not a simple sal ine 
solutions, but that i t contained part ic les of fat and protein 
and that the freezing point would partly depend on these. 
Uvarov (1931) from a review of the l i t erature on insects and 
12. 
climate,, came to the conclusion that the adipose tissue 
of an insect functions as a col loid, capable of maintaining 
a balance between free, readily freezable water and water * 
which i s adsorbed by the eolloid partibles and whioh remains v 
l iqu id unt i l about - 20°C. Thus, the proportion of water to 
adipose tissue would be of great importance i n resistance to 
cold* Death would ultimately be caused by damage to the 
y • 
tissues caused by i c e crysta ls . Pfadt (1947) found that 
while larvae of Hypo derma liheatum (Be V i l l e r s ) could 
normally survive a temperature of i5°G, i f they be well 
wetted by rain or melted snow and then subsequent!;<r freezing 
occurs, the larvae can be k i l l e d at a temperature not r . 
mueb below 0°C. 
4* Ef fec t of Relative Humidity at High Temperatures 
Buxton (1933) studied the part played by relat ive 
humidity on the development of insects at high temperatures; 
He c las s i f i ed insects into "spenders" and"savers"• "Spenders 
used much water and lo s t much* They often died at high 
temperatures as a result of dessication and not from the heat 
Thus L . ser i ca ta prepupae could survive high temperatures 
for 1 hour but not for 24 hours. "Savers", on the other hand 
could survive on very l i t t l e water and their le thal 
temperature was not affected by the re lat ive humidity. 
5* Effect of Relative Humidity at Medium Temperatures 
Evans (1935) found that blowfly prepupae los t more 
weight at low humidities than.at high ones and that the 
maximum loss was high at the beginning of the pupal stage, 
then lower, and then i t increased again. The weight loss 
was due almost entirely to loss of water and was associated 
with periods of active metabolism? During these periods, 
the organism would be part icularly susceptible to low 
humidities. Wardle (1930) found that prepupae pupated more 
rapidly at low humidities than.at high (provided they were 
not low enough to cause diapause). Pupal development was 
13* 
nost rapid at nediua humidities, and fauuldity had no effect 
on survival of pupae. Evans found this to he true for 
temperatures "between 20°C and 30°C9 hut at higher 
temperatures he found that high saturation deficiencies 
brought rapid dea$h and at lower temperatures the slow 
development at high saturation deficiencies caused death 
by deasication* Death by dessication could be brought 
about in two ways* namely, fa i lure to develop owing to a 
greater loss of water than the animal could survive* or 
fa i lure to emerge owing to the too-rapid drying up of the 
moulting f l u i d secreted j u s t before emergence i s about to 
occur* Development could proceed over a much wider range 
of temperature and humidity than emergence* 
I V . Parasites and Predators. 
Graham-Smith (1915) i n h i s f i e l d experiments showed 
quite c learly that both parasites and predators could cause 
a high mortality in both blowfly prepupae and pupae* Type 
and proportion of parasitism varied with certain weather 1 
conditions (e.g. sunshine or shade)* Ilore recently. 
Varley (1947) wo rising on the Knapweed Gal l -S ly . Uronhora 
.iaceana* (Hexing) has shown that an unfavourable non-
speci f ic mortality factor, such as bad weather might be, 
nay actually increase the density of a host, whereas a 
spec i f ic factor (e .g. the action of a parasite, which would 
increase i n sever i ty when the population was high) would 1 
be much more effective in reducing a host population. The 
t heore t i ca l work of Nicholson (1935) and Hicholson & 
Bailey (1937) has -• emphasised the great importance of 
parr.site end predator relationships i n the control of 
insect populations. The effect of such things as control 
of populations : which have been used in these investigations > 
oust play an important part in interpreting the f i e l d data 
which has been collected on blowfly m o r t a l i t y . 
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PART .1. 
FIELD STUDIES OF PHEEUPAB AKD PUPAE OF BLOWFLIES 
USTTROSUOTIOlir. 
The f i e l d studies consisted of an investigation into the 
v i a b i l i t y and duration of the prepupal and pupal stages of 
s ix species of blowflies i n an environment as near to their 
natural one as possible* 
The species studied were L u c i l i a aericata (Mg. V. 
L u c i l i a i l l u s t r i s (Mg*)* L u c i l i a caesar ( i * ) * Calliphora 
vomitoria (L*).j. Oalliphora er.vthro.cephala (Mg.) and 
Protophormia terranovae (B*P)• Batches o f fu l ly- fed larvae 
of these species were deposited at two f i e l d stations:* 
Durham Station. 
A s i te was chosen i n the grounds of the Science 
Laboratories* The area was i n the open, free from shade 
and eight yards from the nearest building, which was a 
greenhouse* The so i l at the beginning of the experiment 
was pract ica l ly bare* 
Moorhouse Station. 
The s i te was on open moorland at 1640' above sea 
leve l and about 100 yards away from the shooting box* 
MoorhoUse* Westmorland* The so i l was covered with rough 
moorland grass (mainly Hadus and FescuV. Juncus squarosus 
and the moss Polytriohus* There was ho shade* 
The prepupae were deposited in the natural s o i l 
contained i n large cy l indrical tins* A l l emergence from 
these tins was recorded, and la ter , the s o i l was searched 
for empty and any remaining f u l l pupae. The time each 
batch spent in the s o i l and the mortality i t suffered 
during that period could thus be determined* The subsequent 
s o i l sampling gave some indication of the cause of 
mortality and of the stage at which i t occurred* ° 
1. METHODS USED FOR PIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
(1) Maintenance of Blowfly Cultures 
Eggs were obtained from the cultures "by introducing 
small pieces of warmed sbeeps" l ights* on pe t r i dishes into 
the blowfly cages, and allowing the gravid females to 
oviposit* This took from a £ hour to several hours, 
according to the f e r t i l i t y of the f l i e s * When several large-
batches had been obtained, the pe t r i dish was removed, a 
piece o f damp eotton wool l a i d across the meat i n order to 
ensure a high humidity and the•••whale placed i n a large 
closed vessel to prevent fur ther oviposit ion by "strays 0 . 
This was then placed i n a breeding cupboard running at 26§-°C-
Hatching occured i n approximately 12k hours* 
The feeding t ins were approximately 45'"cms square and 
1$ cms deep, with a 2 cm flange turned i n a l l the aay round 
to prevent escape of larvae* A layer of damp sawdust, 
approximately 4 cms thick was added* and on th i s was placed 
the young larvae together with the piece o f " l i g h t s 0 oil 
which they had hatched* Further " l igh t s" , t h in ly sliced and 
and warmed, were added as required during the nest few days* 
The t i n was kept covered with several layers o f butter muslin, 
t i ed around with s t r ing i n order to prevent possible 
contamination* The L u c i l i a larvae moved o f f the " l ights" 
into the sawdust on the fourth day a f t e r egg-laying and the 
Callipbora and Protopfabrmia larvae on the f i f t h day* Some of 
the Protophbrmia larvae tended to remain clustered on the 
meat, but they could be readily shaken o f f in to the sawdust* 
The sawdust and f u l l y - f e d larvae were then transferred 
into pupation tins* These were approximately 30 cm i n 
diameter and 30 cm deep and the l i d s were pierced by 
emergence tubes about Idem i n diameter* The hole at the top 
of the emergence tube was covered with several thicknesses of 
butter muslin* t i ed around with string* The pupation t ins were 
placed i n the breeding cupboard and examined da i ly i n order 
16 » «S» 
to check that the sawdust was s u f f i c i e n t l y moist* This was 
important» as Luo i l i a larvae tended to enter diapause i f 
the sawdust was too dry or too net* Even a f t e r successful pup» 
ation dry conditions caused f a i l u r e to emerge* and wet 
conditions caused the pupae to become diseased or very f rag i le* 
I f an accident ocourred and the larvae entered diapausep i t 
could often be broken by submitting them to a low 
temperature fo r some hours and then returning them to the 
breeding cupboard. 
The period from leaving the meat u n t i l emergence of the 
imogo was approximately 10 days* although i t was rather less 
for Protophormla terranovae* 
The blowfly cages were made from a metal t ray 50 cm X 40 
supporting a metal frame 75 cms high* covered with mosquito 
netting* Two sleeves were inserted i n the mosquito nett ing 
to f a c i l i t a t e introduction of f l i e s and food materials* The 
cages were kept i n a constant temperature room at 24°C, and 
furnished with one p e t r i dish containing sugar B another 
containing a small piece of " l ights" and a drinking vessel . 
consisting of a j a r of water inverted on to a t i l e covered 
with a pieoe of f i l t e r paper. The humidity was kept between 
50 and 60$ R.H. by means of open dishes of water placed 
around the room. 
The emerging f l i e s were introduced into the cage by 
removing the butter muslin from the top of the t i n and 
enclosing the l a t t e r i n a cage sleeve* The oagee were well 
illuminated by day but the l igh t s were turned o f f at night . 
About a week af ter emergence the f l i e s l a id the i r f i r s t eggs. 
( i i ) Preparation and Deposition of Prepupae 
Larvae were reared as described i n the preceding section. 
1 A 
The f u l l y - f e d larvae were oounted into four groups as fol lows: 
(a) 200 f o r deposition at Durham 
(b) 20,0 f o r deposition at Mooxhouse 
(o) 50 f o r rearing under control conditions 
(d) 25 or 50 f o r use i n determining mean fresh and dry:. 
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weight o f the batch* 
Each group was placed i n a separate::jar with a snail quantity ' 
o f sawdust and l e f t overnight at approximately 5°G* The 
fol lowing day groups (a) and (b) were deposited at the two -
f i e l d stations and group (c) was put into an incubator runnings 
at 22°C* Group (d) was enclosed i n a small bag and k i l l e d i n a 1 -
cyanide k i l l i n g bot 'tle. 
The so i l tins, were approximately 25cm i n diameter and 60cm 
deep with perforated, metal bottoms to ensure drainage* The 
t ins were sunk i n the s o i l to a depth of. about 5cm from the 
top* and f i l l e d wi th so i l to the same levelo The prepupae 
were placed on the surface* and then, at Durham only* they were 
covered with a l i g h t sprinkling of soi l* At Moorhouse, the 
or ig ina l rrsb.a, removed whils t inser t ing the t i n , was placed over, 
the prepupae* Perforated metal l i d s were added and* to 
ensure that no prepupae escaped* the -jpin between t i n and l i d 
was covered with elastpplast, secured on either side of the 
j o i n with a loop o f string* 
During 1948, up to 1»345 larvae were placed i n one t i n * 
although there were more of ten only 600 - 800. In 19499 act 
more than 80G and more often 600 were placed I n one t i n . 
L«caesar and 3a*illustris were not deposited i n the same t i n * 
owing to the d i f f i c u l t y of sorting the adult. female, 
( i i i ) Baergence Recording 
Mosquito nett ing trans* 
This type was mainly used at the Durham f i e l d station* whe^e 
there was no interference, from animals and the traps could be 
examined da l ly f o r holes* They resembled the types used by 
Cragg and Ramage (1945) » and consisted of a cylinder o f mosquito. 
netting^ 40cm high and 30cm i n diameter and inside th i s a 
cone of the same material, the opex forming the f l y enterance* 
About a'week a f te r deposition the metal l i d was removed from 
the s o i l t i n and a : trap placed over the top* i t s base being f i r m l y 
t ied around the t i n * The trap was - supported by means of a 
metal frame* (tee F; v I.) 
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--erfora^ed j le ta l Tube Traps 
Tliis type waa used at the :• "oorhouae f i e ld station. In 
order to avoid da:iage "by does, sheep, goats etc. Special l ids 
of non-perforated metal were nade to f i t the so i l t ins . These 
had a central hole, 10 cms in diameter, into ^rhich isras f i t ted 
a metal co l lar . A tube trap was f i t ted over this co l lar . 
The tube traps consisted of a cylinder of perforated 
metal 20 ens high t?ith a cone of metal gauze attached to 
the inside, the apex of the cone forming the f l y entrance, 
iletal gauze l ids wero made to f i t over the top of the 
cylinders and the bottom and f i t ted over the col lar of the 
so i l t in l i d . 
FIQ. I. THE DURHAM FIELD STRTfO/iV 
(See Big. 2) 
>•.•) 
• 
Fig.St. T H E nOORHOUSE F I E L D STAT/O/V 
> 
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Examination of Trapa 
•Durham Station 
A l l traps were examined da i ly between 9 and 10 a.m. 
Records of numbers and species of f l i e s were made on the spot* 
with the following exceptions:-
(1) Although L . i l l u s t r i s and L.oaesar were never placed 
i n the same f i e l d t i n , the males of these species were 
examined under a binocular microscope i n order to oheok the i r 
spsoies. 
(2) Where large number of f l i e s were emerging daily* 
i t was found easier to remove the whole top* replacing by a 
spare and to anaesthetize the f l i e s ( s t i l l contained i n the 
trap) before removing and sorting them. 
Moornouse station 
Traps were examined on every v i s i t to Moorhouse. These 
ooourred at approximately f o r t n i g h t l y intervals during the 
summer of 1946 and at weekly intervals during the summer of 
1949* Where emergences where, heavy, the traps were changed 
and the f l i e s and trap were brought back to the laboratory 
fo r anaesthetizatlon and sort ing, 
( i v ) Meteorological Equipment 
Durham. 
1947 From August 10th., da i ly records were made of the 
maximum and minimum temperatures i n an exposed posit ion 
2 feet from the ground near the Durham s i t e . 4° and 8" s o i l 
thermometers were also set up. A Stevenson screen was erected 
and a weekly thermohygrograph used to obtain continuous records. 
1948 In January 1948, a l r t e o i l thermometer and a 
minimum thermometer were placed i n the screen. In A p r i l a 
maximum thermometer was added* 
1949 The weekly thermohygrograph was replaced by 
Cambridge mercury-in-steel thermometers recording screen 
temperatures and 2" s o i l t e r r v p e ^ t u c s . The outside maximum and, 
minimum thermometer was dismantled i n August 1949. 
> 2 0 
Moorhouse 
1947 Ho continuous records were obtained, but a 
few records of maximum and minimum a i r temperatures and 
4° and 8" so i l temperatures were made i n September and 
October* A thermbhygrapb was started i n November* I t 
was placed i n a Stevenson screen at a height of about six 
feet from the ground and 100 yards from the so i l t ins* 
This was the same posit ion as that used by Mannley (1942)* 
1948 4" and 8" s o i l temperatures were ta^en on every 
v i s i t to Hoorhouseo The thermobygrograpb was maintained* 
In Hoy ember 1948, a Cambridge mercury-in-steel thermometer 
recording a i r temperatures was also placed i n the 
Stevenson screen* 
1949 On 7th . May, 1949, the Cambridge mercury-in-
steel thermometer was removed up to the s i te of the s o i l 
t ins and i t now recorded 2" so i l temperatures* Weekly 
r a i n f a l l was also measured* 
(v) Meat Traps* Blowfly traps baited with sheeps* 
" l ights" were maintained i n the v i c i n i t y of the s o i l t ins 
throughout the blowfly seasons of 1948 and 1949 at Durham 
end f o r 1949 only. at Moorhouse* The Durham traps were 
made of mosquito net t ing end resembled. the. type used at 
Durham f o r emergence. They were supported on cyl indr ica l 
frames by means o f 6.strings at the base and a fu r ther 6 
two-thirds way up the trap* They were placed over a 
maggot-proof box p a r t i a l l y f i l l e d with water* A t i n 
containing sheeps* l i g h t s " was placed i n the centre* 
Traps were changed dai ly and the "catch" k i l l e d , sorted 
and recorded. Moorhouse traps were made o f metal 
gauze and were cyl indr ica l i n shape, being approx* 
50 cms. high and 25 cms. i n diameter* They f i t t e d over 
ba i t pans containing a t i n of " l i gh t s " . The traps were 
changed at every v i s i t to Moorhouse and the "catch" 
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recorded as before. Two traps were maintained at 
Durham, but only one at Moorhouse. The " l igh ts" 
were changed at weekly intervals . 
2*2 
11. BEHAVIOUR OF COffTROL BATCHES KEPT AT 22°C. 
( i ) jBaperimental procedure 
When the batches of f i e l d prepupae prepared f o r f i e l d 
deposition were counted,. 50 individuals of each species were 
placed,in a glass j a r (with l i d ) about & f u l l o f damp sawdust* 
Normally, the f i e l d samples were placed i n the bottom of a 
ref r igera tor overnight (5°Q)» i f B i s was the case* the 
•control* prepupae Here also put there fo r the night* As near 
to the time of deposition o f f i eld prepupae• as posslble* the 
j a r was transferred ; to ah incubator* .running at 22°0» The 
contents of the j a r s were examined dai ly by t ipping out the 
contents on a large sheet o f paper* When the sawdust became 
s l i g h t l y dry, the j a r was rinsed out with water* U n t i l August 
1948 only emergence was recorded, but a f t e r that both pupation 
were re.cor-dUdl 
and emergence^!n an attempt to determine the ceruse o f death* 
( i i ) V i a b i l i t y of Prepupae and Pupae..under Control Conditions» 
Table 1 shows the percentage v i a b i l i t y o f the prepupae, 
that of the pupae, and the over-al l v i a b i l i t y of the two stages 
taken together* The mean v i a b i l i t y and standard deviation fo r 
each stage of every species was also determined (Table 2). 
With the exception of L*eaesar and L * i l l u s t r i s a l l species 
had a mean v i a b i l i t y of over 95% i u the prepupal stage and of 
from 80 to 90^ i n the pupal stage* The actual v i a b i l i t i e s of 
the four species concerned did not d i f f e r s ign i f i can t ly from 
each other* The v i a b i l i t y of the pupal stage 0 f :L> i 1 l u B t r l s 
and the prepupal and pupal stages of-Lwcaesar was 
s ign i f i can t ly less, and the standard deviation high* 
The fol lowing conclusions can be reached from these results: 
(1) The ptjpstllstg;ge appeared to be less robust than the ,, 
prepupal stage* 
(2) The. v i a b i l i t y was high and f a i r l y constant fo r 
P*terranovae. C* ervthroeephala. Oovoisaitoria. 
L*sericata. sotiat any large variations i n 
v i a b i l i t y i n the f i e l d 
TABfcg X* THE VIABILITY OP BATGHBS 
Date on 




(2) (5) CD (2) (5) 
28. 7.47 
13. 8.47 - - 34 -
SO- 8.47 - 86 - • - . -
6c 9.47 86 84 72 88 82 72 
20. 9.47 98 68 66 97 83 80 
6.10.47 • - — «- « , . 
18-
30.10.47 96 81 78 96 100 96 
1.11*47 100 - 100 92 92 , 
30.11.47 100 92 92 86 79 68 . 
27*12.47 98 92 90 -
24. 1.43 92 96 88 -
20 2.48 100 76 76 94 65 . 52 
24. 3.48 98 76 74 100 92 92 
19. 4.48 100 88 88 92 44 : 40 
26. 4.48 • - - : » 96 . - -
3« 5.48 98 82 80 - - -
16. 6.48 100 v 72 72 - - mam 
5. 7.48 100 82 82 - mm «* 
16. 7.48 - • - 100 84 84 
'.4. 3.48 92 98 90 92 66 60 
28. 8,48 90 86 • - mm 64 
10. 9.48 98 94 92 - -
2S6 9*48 100 94 94 - -
23.10.48 100 88 88 mm -
20*11*48 96 83 80 - -
18.12.48 98 61 60 - -
16. 1.49 - - am - - am 
12. 2.49 
12. 3.49 94 70 66 - - -
OP BLO^ RLY EUPAEiAND'-PRBPUBAS j.KBPT AT 22° 0. 
L . CAESAK. G. VOMITOHIA. •EHGCSPHAL A / P. TB8BASJ0VA&, 
(1) (S) (3) (1) (2) (3) ( i ) (S) (1) (2) (s) 




96 100 95 95 
- -


















92 78 66 - - - - 100 94 94 
— 100 88 88 100 68 68 100 100 100 
- «» 76 70 80 - - • 100 92 98 
-• 96 71 68 90 98 88 
82 , 63 46 • - MB). - - • -
-. -. 100 90 90 106 84 84 
- 100 i - 100 83 88 
96 46 44 - 100 76 76 100 98 98 
88 86 76 MB •-. 100 78 78 - -
•v. 100 98 98 100 84 84 100 84 84 
94 , 87 82 92 67 80 96 88 84 96 96 98 
96 84 80 96 90 86 - mt -






96 83 80 - - - 84 93 78 100 66 66 
94 70 66 100 96 96 100 65 65 100 84 84 
94 -
94 75 70 
- 100 76 76 100 94 . 94 100 94 94 
•* - 100 80 80 100 86 86 *• - -
TmM,X:icon^t fmv^mj*^).OF• B&TSHB3, 
lostee .'oil.'-:' ; •' w SERICATAo 
. Batch put 
in to 
Incubator 
( i ) (2) (2) (2) (S) 
9. 4«49 «• • -
i 
• - • •• 
16« 4*49 100 • -• 76 - mm 
7© 5*49 • 94' 86 - - • 
: • 18*. 6*49 '• : 94 . 04 • 88 - - mm 
lie 6«49 96 &% 78 96 67 64 
. S5» 6.49 98 • - • - :. 
9* 7*49 100 43 4S xoo 100 ioo 
25* 7*49 100 100 100 mm r \ 
8* 0*49 .98 61: 60 
: SO* 8*49 9 2 85 78 xoo - • - ' 
27o 3*49 . • - . 94 43 40 
; 3* 9*49 82 88 72 -
10* 9*49 98 86 84 - • - . -
17* 9*49 - • - - • mm* . - --• 
84* 9.49 80 •93 •74 98 57 56 
8*10*49 93 100 92 94 60 56 
15*10*49 •MS' - • 
SB* 10.49 94 • 98 86 98 65 64 
39*10*49 mm ' <*• - • 
1 e 116*49 — • - - mm - -
op mofmt^Pe&xjpm AHD puFAs:.siiP3? .AT--2a0. c. 
• • •- . •• . '• • K 
C., VQMITGEIAi F..TSR8A£iOVAB. • 
CD (2) (3) CD (2) (S) m (2) (s) (1) (2) (3) 
• . - loo 82 82 93 80 78 98 90 68 
92 91 84 - - mm «» - - - - -
-.. - mm 98 90 88 100 - mm 100 84 84 
90 . mm .mm 90 65 58 100 62 62 -
- 98 88 86 100 66 66 mm -
100 74 74 '• 94 53 50 100 .-v 96 92 63 
- 98 84 ' 82. "96' 69 66 98 72 70 
. *» ' • - ', 100 72 72 - mm 
38 .' 55 48 98 98 96 100 100 100 100 100 100 
82 34 98 88 86 96 73 70 mm 
. - mm mm mm . • - 98 96 94 
88 73 64 100 98 98 100 86 . 86 - - mm 
mm « » • <• . 98 90 88 100 100 100 
- - 96 100 96 - - - - mm 
98 86 84 100 76 76 -
90 80 72 . - — mm 100 98 98 
- - - - - 100 98 98 
-. -. - •io 100 90 90 100 64 64 -
M l mm, - - • 100 82 82 - mm mm 
- J 
KBYi (1) *r PUB&e • i» p^ epupad 
(2) _ <g Adults 5 3 * Pupae"" 
(3) m % AdUlta , ,, 
. prepupae. 
TABLE 8. 
THE MEAN VIABILITY OF BLOWFLY PREPPPAE 
! AND PUPAE KEPT AT 88° 0. 
Species. Prepupae. Pupae. Both Stages. 
P. terranovae. 98.5 * 8.6 91.5 - 4.6 89.8 * 10.8 
C. vomitoria. 97*4 * 5.0 88.7 ± 5.5 86.8 * 7.8 
C. erythroceohala. 98.4 * 5.6 80.1 * 6.0 78*6 * 11,6 
L. sericata. 95.5 * 4.9 84.5 ± 5.5 80.5 * 9.8 
L. i l lus t r iSo 95.7 ± 4.2 75.5 * 9.8 68.8 ± 9.5 
L. caeear. 92.0 * 5.1 75.5 ± 7.0 67.5 * 14,7 
TABLE S, 
DURATION OF PREPUPAL PHASE 
(Expressed as the number of days 
fUlly*.fed larfrae in to the 
Date of 
Pupation 
L. SERICATA || L* ILLUSTRI3 L. CAESAR. 
3. 8,48 4 .. 6 14 4 ' 8 10 
24, 3.48 S 4 5 3 45 - -
10. 9.48 2 3" 4 - - mm 7 11 75 
25. 9.48 1 3 6 mm mm - •mm 
23*10.48 3 6 8 - r - 3 8 66 
20.11.48 ' 1 3 6-9 « 2 3 6-9 
18.12.48 3 6 10 - - - 2 6 54 
15.1. 49 2 3 4 m» 2 5 26 
12. 2.49 3 4 6 - - -
12. 3.49 3 4 7 - - -
9. 4*49 - '-' mm- - t • - .- ' • • • 
16. 4.49 2 6 . 9 - - *• 3 9 45 
7. 5*49 3 4 5 - - — * ' 
18.5.49 - . - - - - - 2 6 43 
11. 6.49 2 .... 4 17 4 .73 94 - -
25. 6.49 2 3 3 - - , 2 8 9 
9. 7.49 1 , 3 9 3 3 4 - - -
25. 7.49 - mm - • - - • -. 2 — 
8. 8.49 4 6 mm 15 56 61 
20, 8.49 3 5 49 6 9 . - 3 53 
27. 8.49 - mm — 4 103 • - -
3. 9.49 2 ' • 3 • 5 - • - 15 56 74 
10. 9.49 2 : - - • MM - - - - mm 
17. 9.49 - - - ~ - - - - -
24. 9.49 3 4 5 3 72 - - - -
8.10.49 2 3 8 3 7 93 - -' 
15.10.49 - - - - - - 9 69 
22.10.49 2 3 4 5 74 
29.10.49 - mm - - - - -
















OP BLOWFLY PRSPUPAB AT 22° 0. 
which e;ltaps.e.d^ between placing the 
incabator and pupation) . 
C» VOMITORIA Co ERYTHROGEPHALA. 1 . P.. TERRAHfOVAE. 
4 5 a 2 3 4. .2 '• 2 '.-2 
2 4 6 2 3 • 6 •• - • -
4 5 5 2 3 3 o 1 2 
3 4 5 '• - " - • • - 1 2 3 
'• - - 2 2 - 2 2 2 
2 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 
2 3 4 2 
-<*•»• 
2 2 2 2 
a 4 5 2 2 2 • - . -
2 3 -• -8 2 , 2 2 . • .1 1 2 
- - • * • .,— • . - -
5 3 •. -4 1 2 2 1 1 1 
3 4 - '•• 2 2 3 ' „• -
. 3 4 5 . 3 4 4 • . • ..-
2 3 9 2 2 3 2 3 • 3 
2 3 4 1 2 3 1 1 2 
- 2 • 3 ' 3 2 2 2 
4 5 7 • 2 2 2 2 3 3. 
2 3 4 1 2 3 • - -
• - - — - • - • - - 4 
- - - 2 3 3 5 6 
_ 2 2 5 - 2 2 2 
2 3 4 - • - - • r •• - -
2 3 5 2 2 3.. • ' - • •' -
. - - - • - .. - - 1 1 1 
- - - • ' - . - • 2 2 2 
2 2 3 2 2 3 • - • - -




















DURATION QP PREPDPAL PLUS 
(Expressed as the number of days 
the f u l l y fed larvae into' 
L . SERICATA L.ILLUSTRIS. L. CABSAR 
Date Onsel 
r 




i 502& 90& Onset 50^ 90% 
28. 7.47 12 14 - - - - - - -
15, 8.47 11 15 - - - -
SO. 8.47 15 16 - 10 " - - -
6. 9.47 . - mm 11 17 - - mm 
20. 9.47 11 13 - 10 11 - . - - . 
6*10.47 — - - - • — : - - 33 43 — 
18-20 
10.47 9 12 • - 9 11 17 - . : -
1.11.47 
1.11.47 8 11 18 58 - - -
50.11.47 9 12 30 8 34 ..- 18 23 -
27.12.47 8 12 26 8 ; i s — - - -
24. 1.48 11 13 - - - . ' - - - -
20. 2.48 11 16 • - . 12 137 .'- - -
24. 5.48 11 12 9 10 13 -
19. 4.48 11 15 16 22 - - 17 61 -
26. 4.48 12 IS 15 128 - - . - mm 
15. 5.48 15 15 - - 22 - • mm 
15. 6.48 10 13 - - - • - 14 - -
5. 7.48 12 13 • - - mm 14 . mm - " 
16. 7.48 - - " - 13 17 mm - -
4. 8.48 15 15 18 17 25 -' , 15 19 . -
24. 8.48 15 14 12 90 - -
10. 9.48 11 13 16 13 - - 18 79 
25. 9.48 11 13 15 9 11 - - - -
25.10.48 15 16 - - - - 13 17 -
20.11.48 11 13 - - - - 11 13 -
18.12.48 11 18 - 14 - - - - -
16. 1.49 - - - - - - 11 14 
12. 2.49 13 14 - • - - - -
PUPAL PHASE AT 32° 0. 
Mhlch elapsed between p lac ing 
the Incubator 1 and emergence. ) 
• • Cjj. ' ' 
C. VOMITORIA SRYTHROCEPHALA P. TERRANOVAS. 
Onset 50^  90^  Onset 50S& 90$ Onset 50$ 90& 
-
15 14 mm H 12 13 
11 12 IS - - - - -
11 11 - 11 13 - . - - -
- • - ' . ' - 13 13 14 -
12 12 13 13 15 - • 8 9 9 
- - - - ' 8 8 9 
12 IS 14 14 — — 9 9 10 
14 14 12 14 9 10 11 
- - 14 16 mm 9 9 9 
- ' - - - 10 10 
- 15 16 18 - - -
- - - 14 - 10 10 -
- - - 14 * >16 " 10 10 10 
- - '- 14 15 - -
14 15 15 : 14 14 - 10 11 -
15 16 14 16 - 10 10 11 
\ , 
14 • 15 - • 15 15 w - -
14 15 18 14. ' 15 - 8 9 10 
• - . - . . * - 9 11 -
• - - - 13 14 9 9 
13 14- 11 15' ' ' 8- 8 — 
IS 14 12 
r 
15 14 10 10 11 
mmmmGB z#» SHRICATA u , i i & g a m a . .... L. GASSAH. 




Onset SG& 90$ 
1.2* §* 49 12 14 -
9o 4»49 ; «• - to 
16. 4»49 IS 17 - - 15 SO 
7D S»49 12 14 - - -
18 » S* 49 - • - - * • - 16 - • - • 
11* 6.49 IS 14 ' 11 88 •* *» - -
2B. 6« 49 - *• IS 18 
9* 7.49 11 - 11 12 12 - -
25» ?049 13 13 14 - : - . - 12 16 16 
80 8»49 IS 15 - 18 70 -
20. 8*49 14 16 20 is 
27. 8»49 •» - 12 - *• 
So 9.49 12 14 am - 46 68- -
10e 9o49 
• 1. 
15 15 - 14 «» - • - -
17. 9*49' - -
24. 9»49 11 13 - U 106 - - -
8»10.49 11 IS 12 9S -
16*10.49 - - «* 18 86-
22*10.49 11 IS IS 81 -
29«10»49 . «• - •mm 
18oll«49 - - - 14 17 
llo5 
&1.4 
13ft 9 15.6 
&l*l 







0. VOBSltgORlA S5YTHR0CEPHALA P. TSBBAKOVAB, 
3a08^ 6Q& 905& Onset 
1 
I 50J& 90& Case' i 50£ 9G& 
14 15 IS 13 . mm mm mm 
14 mm - 13 13 9 10 -
14 
w» 
14 16 13 
mm 
16 ' —. 8 ., 
mm 
9 10 
14 15 • - . . - • - • -
IS 16 mm 15 15 - • 
13 15 • • « * . 12 • - . - . 11 11 8 
13 14 . . . IS 14 • •. - - 8 8 ... -
- .... - 14 16 .. - . 10 • -
15 17 1? 13 • 14 14 10 11 mm 
13 14 . - 13 15 -
. - - . - • - •' 11 11 12 
14 16 18 14 14 - • mm 
on mm 
13 . 14 . 16 8. 9. 9 
14 14 IB • ' • . a . * • mm -
14 15 - - 13 14 - . -
• - - - 9 . 10. 10 
• - - • - • 9 10 10 
IS 14 • 16 13 14 - • . mm 
• - •• - . •• - 15 16 — . . - . -

















DURATION OF PUPAL PERIOD 
(Obtained fey eubtraot ing the f i g u r e s 
pupation: 
Date 
| L. SSaiGATA. L . ILLUSTRIS. CAESAR.: v 
Onset 
5. 8*48 10 11 12 l i 21 - 11 11 -
24. 8.48 10 10 - 9 45 - - •mm 
10. 9.48 9 10 12 - - - l l 68 -
25. 9.48 10 10 10 - - « - -
2S.10.48 10 10 - - 10 9 -
SO.11.48 10 10 - - - 9 10 -
18.12,48 8 12 • - mm - -
16. 1.49 - . - - - 9 9 
12. 2.49 10 10 - - -
12. 3.49 10 - - • - - -
9. 4. 49 _ • — . 
16. 4.49 10 ; 13 ' 
n 
10 41 - ••••• 
7. 5.49 10 10 . > 7.. .7, : 
18. 5.49 — — — . — — — 14 - — -
11. 6.49 " 11 10 _ 15 10 10 mm 
25. 6.49 - " - - ~" - 10 - " 
9. 7.49 10 - mm 8 9 8 3 14 
,25. 7.49 _» • _ — 10 «. mm 
8. 8.49 .10 11. . _* 31 15 _ 
20. 8.49 11 11 - 14 - - -
27. 8.49 - 8 " - -
3.' 9.49 io 11 - - ; - • - - -
10. 9.49 n mm mm - - - - - - -
17. 9.49 - . . - - - -
24. 9.49 8 9 mm 8 34 - -
8.10.49 . . 9. . 10 . r. . 9 84 - •r. 
15.16.49 - . 9 17 
22.10.49 9 10 8 7 •• • • -
29.10.49 - - - - - - -
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batches could "be accounted f o r by condit ions suf fe red 
a f t e r , and hot before , deposi t ion. 
(3) The v i a b i l i t y was lower and ra ther var iab le f o r L . i l i u s t r l & 
and L.eaesar and therefore the performance o f the 
corresponding cont ro l batch would have to be borne i n 
raind when studying the behaviour o f the f i e l d batches* 
( i i i ) Rate o f Pupation and Emergence 
Duration o f Pupal Phase The number o f days which 
elapsed between p lac ing the larvae i n the incubator 
and the appearance o f the f i r s t pupa was recorded. S i m i l a r l y , 
the time which elapsed before 50/2 and 90$ pupation occurred 
was 
lsese determined and the resu l t s were a l l tabulated (Table 3)« 
The mean number o f days and the standard dev ia t ion f rom tha t 
mean were calculated i n each case* 
Duration o f Prepupal p lus Pupal Phase ' Table 4 shows 
the number o f days which elapsed before p l ac ing the j a r s i n 
the incubator and emergence. The mean number o f days and 
standard devia t ion were Calculated as before . 
Durat ion-of Pupal Phase By subtrac t ing the dura t ion 
o f prepupal phase from^equivalent dura t ion o f prepupal p lus 
pupal phase* the dura t ion o f the pupal per iod was determined. 
This was done f o r the f i r s t pupa, f o r the f i r s t %% o f the 
pupae and f o r the f i r s t 90$ o f the pupae (see Table. 5) • 
The f igures obtained i n the. three cases d id not d i f f e r 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y i . e . length o f prepupal l i f e , had no e f f e c t on 
length o f pupal l i f e , i n a few batches o f the species 
I i . caeBar and L* a l i u s t r l s . the pupal l i f e as calculated from the 
f i r s t 50% o f the pupae was abnormally long . This was found to 
be due to a considerable m o r t a l i t y i n the pupal stage which 
caused the completion o f $0% o f the emergence to be delayed 
u n t i l some o f the remaining prepupae had pupated and emerged. 
V a r i a b i l i t y i n Length o f Prepupal and Pupal L i f e o f B l o w f l i e s 
a t 22° C* 
Star L . ser icata . C.vomitor ia . G. erythrboephala and 
Poterranovae a the standard devia t ion from the mean durat ion 
2 4 . 
o f prepupal and pupal phases was never more than 2 daya. From 
t h i s i t can be deduced tha t va r i a t ions I n dura t ion o f prepupal 
and pupal phases i n the f i e l d were almost e n t i r e l y due to the 
environment suf fe red a f t e r* and not before , deposition* 
I?or L * i l l u s t r i s and L« caesar. the standard deviat ions 
f r o n the mean were f r o n 2 - 7 days and even t h i s excluded 
those "catches which had p a r t i a l l y entered a long diapause* 
7 out o f 16 L * i l l u 3 t r i s hatches and 6 out o f 23 L* caesar 
batches entered such a diapause* There i s the re fo re no 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r asciining tha t the ra te o f development o f 
these tuo species i n the f i e l d was e n t i r e l y due to f i e l d 
conditions* Only i f the behaviour o f each f i e l d batch i s studied 
i n the l i g h t o f the performance o f the equivalent con t ro l 
hatch w i l l the f i e l d r e su l t s f o r these two species be s i g n i f i c a n t * 
Length o f Preputial and Pupal L i f e o f B l o w f l i e s a t 22°C* 
Table 6 shows the mean dura t ion o f prepupal and pupal l i f e * 
taken from the columns o f Tables 3 and £>• I n the case o f 
L*3er ica ta» C*vonitor ia . C* erythrocephala and P* terranovae, 
there was l i t t l e 1 d i f f e rence between the mean t o t a l development 
per iod derived as a whole f r o n Table 4 and tha t obtained from 
suxming the prepupal and pupal per iod shown i n Tables 3 and 5* 
For L * i l l u s t r i s and L.caesar. the d i f fe rences were considerable* 
Development was neat rap id i n £• terranovae (10 days i n a l l ) 
and o f about the sane durat ion f o r L .ae r i ca ta . C.vomltoria 
and Coervthrocenhala (14 days i n a l l ) * IIo d e f i n i t e conclusion 
could be reached as to the nunber o f days ft*caeaar and 
L . l l l u s t r i s required f o r development, but i t was usua l ly from 
13 to 19 days* 
TABLE 6. MEAN LENGTH OP PREP BP AL AND 












































.FIGURE3.o/c£MERGENCE FROM BATCHES OF L U C I L I A 
PP.EPUPAE D E P O S I T E D DURING THE NORMAL 
BLOWFLY S E A S O N 
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I S VIABILITY OF BLQWELY PREPqPAB DEPOSITED AT THE 
FIELD STATIONS DURIUG TAB ffOH&AL BLOWELY SEASON 
The normal b l o w f l y season f o r each species was taken as 
the per iod during which adul ts o f tha t species were caught 
i n meat traps s i tua ted i n the v i c i n i t y o f the s o i l t ins* 
(See Table 7)» 
Since i t was impossible to d i s t ingu i sh between the 
females o f L«caesar and I r . i i l u s t r i s * the normal b l o w f l y 
season f o r these two species was taken as the per iod 
dur ing which e i ther males o f the appropiate species or else 
females o f the •L.caesar type were caught* 
Table 8 and f i g u r e s 3 , 4 and J? show the percentage 
emergence from batches l a i d down throughout the normal 
b l o w f l y season f o r each species and s t a t i o n . 
L* ser i oata 
( 1 ) V i a b i l i t y was highest i n batches deposited during 
ear ly and l a t e summer* reaching a maximum o f 80$ a t 
Durham and 40% a t Moorhouse. Batches put down a t Durham 
during the most favourable time o f year, the re fore , 
survived j u s t as w e l l as the average batch brought up 
under cont ro l conditions* 
(2) V i a b i l i t y was a t a minimum i n batches deposited 
a t Durham i n June and Ju ly and batches deposited a t 
Moorhouse i n July* Possible unfavourable f ac to r s ac t ing 
against these batches include high temperatures, dryness 
and parasitism* 
(3) A small p ropor t ion o f a l l batches deposited a t both 
Durham and lloofhouse entered diapause l a s t i n g throughout 
the succeeding win te r , and p r a c t i c a l l y a l l prepupae 
deposited f rom mid-August onwards entered diapause* 
L* I l l u s t r i 9 
(1) Records f o r t h i s species were too imcomplete to 
draw any conclusions as to the changes i n v i a b i l i t y 
during the season* However, J u l y d i d not seem to be an 
TABLE 7. THE FIRST AND LAST DATES ON WHICH 
BLOWFLIES WERE CAUGHT Ut MEAT~TRAPS 
DURING THE TWO SUMMER SEASONS" 
1948 AND i949T "~* 
Species 
' DURHA1 J MOORHOUS. s 
F i r s t Last F i r s t Last 
Date Date Date Date 
L . eer iest a 29 Apr. 18 Oct. 5 Jane 18 Sep. 
Lo l l l u s t r i s * ) 
29 Apr. 25 Oct. 18 May 16 Oct. 
L . caesar* ) 
C. vomitor ia 15 Apr. 21 Nov. 18 May 16 Oct. 
C. erythro cephal a 5 Apr. 21 Nov. 18 May 16 Oct. 
P. terranovae 15 Apr. 31 Oct. 15 June 24 sept. 
* These two species counted together, 
owing to I m p o s s i b i l i t y o f separating 
the females. 
TABLE 8 a. 
% EMERGENCE FROM DURHAM AND 
WRI11G BLOWFLY SEASON8 
LUCILIA 
Date o f LUCILIA SESIGATA LUCILIA 
Deposition 
(Appro*.) DURHAM liOOSHOUSS DURHAM 
1 May • bo 13 OCt. 5 June to 13 Sept. 29 Apr. to 25 Oct. 
1947 1948 1949 1947 1948 1949 1947 1948 1949 
1 Hay mm 22 mm 
15 Hay - 47+ 2 62 - - - - -
39 May - - 44 - - - - - mm 
12 June - 7+ 7 17 - 12+ 1 6 - • - 5 
26 June - mm - - - 37 - - -
10 July 7+31 17 - 13+ 1 9 61+ 8 100 
24 Ju ly 32+ 6 - 10 - - 2 - - -
7 Aug. 46+30 27+ 3 49 - 0+ 1 25 1+43 42+ 2 -
21 Aug. 1+51 0+46 3 - 1+29 1 - 9+42 -
4 Sept, 0+38 0+59 8 - - 0 6+41 - -
18 Sept. 0+10 0+36 0 mm 0+ 3 0 0+34 mm -
2 Oct. - mm 0 - - - - mm -
16 Oct. - mtm — — — — 0+15 — -
NOTEs The f i r s t f i g u r e i n each column denotes 
% emergence during the year o f deposi t ion 
and the second the $5 emergence dur ing the 
f o l l o w i n g year. 
MOORHOUSB BATCHES DEPOSITED 
1947. 1948 AND 1949. 
SPECIES. 
ILLDSTRlSo LUCILIA CAESAR. 
MODHHOUSE DURHAM M00RH0U3E 
28 May to 16 Oct. 29 Apr. to 25 Oct. 28 May to 16 Oet. 
1947 1948 1949 1947 1948 1949 1947 1948 1949 
-
mm a . 
-
4+ 0 42 mm 
- -
— 21+ 0 1 mm - - — 10+28 _ 
- - - - 45+ 0 80 - - 58 
- 65+ 4 30 - - - - 0+17 mm 
- - - - - 61 mm - 20 
- I S * 2 - - 46+ 7 0 mm 29+ 6 0 
- 0+38 5 - - 5 - - 0 
- mm - 4+70 0 - 0+76 -
- 0*12 - - - - - - -
- - - 0+53 - - - - -
- - - - 0+73 - mm - -
TABLE 8b, 
% EMERGENCE FROM DURHAM AND MOORHOUSB BATCHES 
• (CALLIPHORA SPECIE3 AND 
Date o f CALLIPHORA VOMITORIA CALLIPHORA 
Deposition .. . . 
( Appro x) DURHAM MOORHOUSB , DURHAM... 
5 Apr. to 21 Nov, 18 May to 16 Oct, 5 A p r i l to 21 Nov. 
1947 1948 1949 1947 1948 1949 1947 1948 1949 
2 Apr. 80 
' . • • '. 
56 
17 Apr. 
i • ' , . 
mm - - - :' -
1 May - - 98 - - 92+ 0 65 
15 May - 72 66 mm" 86+ 0 72 73+ 0 76 
29 May - .- - - -
12 June mm 90 - - 86 - 80+ b 75 
26 June -. - • 79 59 - 72+ 2 81 
10 Ju ly 100 64 • 82+ .0 53 - 68+ 6 77 
24 Ju ly - - - 50 
7 Aug. 84 •mm mm 50+ 0 ** - 64+ 0 91 
21 Aug. - • 82+ 2 67 - . 68+ 2 ; 61 93*; 0 75 
4 Sept. • - . 47+12 34 - . 20+6 2 9 3 + 0 70 
18 Sept. 0+88 - - t 0+54 -:.. 56 
2 Oct. 0*67 63 0+22 - mm mm- 18 
16 Oct. 0+28 - - - - 0+45 mm •*•» -
30 Oct. 0+50 0+83 - - - - 0+20; ** 
15 Nov. -' — — — — — • — 
NOTBg- The f i r s t f i g u r e i n each column denotes 
% emergence dur ing the year o f deposit ion 
end the second the percentage emergence 
. dur ing the f o l l o w i n g year. 
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_ £ / < ; , 4 , % EMERQBNCE FROM BATCHES OF CALL'-/ PHOOKA 
PRE PUPAE DEPOSITED Xy&jNq T ^ E IVORflAL BLOWFLY; 
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unfavourable month fo r deposition, as i n the case o f ^ £ j ^ 
(2) A small proportion of nearly a l l batches entered 
diapause las t ing throughout the winter, and prac t ica l ly 
a l l prepupae deposited from mid-August onwards entered 
diapause* 
LoCaesar 
(1) Records fo r th is species were also incomplete, 
hut most favourable times fo r deposition appeared to he 
June and September* 
(2) A part of a l l the hatches deposited at Moorhouse 
entered diapause las t ing throughout the f i l t e r * Diapause 
was prac t ica l ly complete, at both stations from 
mid-August onwardso 
Co vo mi t o r i a 
(1) Percentage emergence was high and f a i r l y constant 
throughout the season* except f o r September at Hoorhouse* 
when the prepupae entered diapause and the adverse e f fec t 
of overwintering at th is f i e l d station "became apparent* 
(2) The hatches were f ree from diapause except fo r 
those deposited from September onwards* 
Co erythrb caphala 
Similar results were obtained as f o r C*vdmitoria« 
except that the percentage emergence of batches deposited 
i n la te June and early July was rather less than that 
f o r the rest of the summer* 
P* terranovae 
Percentage emergence from hatches l a i d down at 
Durham from May to l a t e September was high and constant* 
There was a decrease i n v i a b i l i t y before and a f t e r th i s 
period* Percentage emergence from batches l a i d down at 
Moorhouse from June u n t i l mid-August was high, but 
outside th is period i t was very low* Kb prepupae were 
found to 'overwinter successfully at either station* 
27 
Comparison between morta l i ty at Durham and Moorhouse* 
Summer Morta l i t ies 
All cpecies showed a higher mortal i ty at Moorhouse 
than at Durham, but the differences between the two 
mortal i t ies varied with the speciesj. being greatest i n 
L.aericata, leas i n L»caeaay and L . i l l u s t r i s and least 
i n the Gallipbora species* Midsummer mortal i ty i n 
Protophormia terranovae at. Mporhouae was quite low, but 
ijqae steeply i n early June and late August. 
Overwintering Morta l i t ies . 
A i l species 3howed a higher overwintering morta l i ty 
at Moorhouae than at Durham* The differences were again 
greatest with aegicata and less with L* caesar and 
L*i l lua t r i s« (The Qalliphora species deposited at Durham 
i n 1947 successfully overwinter there* but a gap i n 
deposition of batebes i n la te 1948 resulted i n no 
information on the overwintering a b i l i t y of these species 
at Moorhoase* Xhere uere no cases at either Durham or 
Koorliouse of any individuals of the species Pro topho rmi a 
terra-aqvae overwintering successfully* 
The Soil j?actor 
In order to discover how much of the higher mortal i ty 
at Moorhouae was due to the type of s o i l , a tin-sof 
Hoorbouse so i l was brought ..to Durham and prepupae 
deposited i n Durham soi l* 200 L.ser icata» 200 C. vomitoria 
and 200 Q»ery throcephala were deposited i n each t i n i n 
March 1949 s 
The percentage emergence were as fo l lows: -
Lesericata G» vomitoria G* ery thro cephala 
Durham s o i l 31% 7^5$ fag 
Moorhouse so i l 0.2% 77$. 62$ 
In this case at any rate*, the U3e of Moorhouse so i l 
did not have any appreciable e f fec t on the prepupal or 
pupal mortali ty« 
28 
The Container Factor The fac t that the prepupae were 
confined i n a t i n stay have-bag v&siouG effects on the 
.mortal! t$ (e*g>partial shelter fatom isfind, ra in sun, 
i n e f f i c i e n t drainage^ crowdirigcj Sfo systematic experiments 
ha^e yet 'been carried out on this point* 
Conclusions . . 
(1) Suiamer mortal i t ies wero alwa,ye higher at Moorhous< 
than at Eurhara* but Moorhouse conditions were most suitable 
for 'ths Calliphora species and ieast suitable fo r 
I-ncilia. saricajfca* 
(2) Ovexwltttering morta l i t ies were bigger at 
Mourhouse than at Durham. Lu c i l i a .cae-aag and Lu c i l i a 
i 
i l l u s t x i a overwintered loorc successfully than Lue i l l a 
sericata and ggotophormia terranovae f a i l e d to 
overwinter at either station* Callifthora species 
ovea?winte>?ed w & l at Durham, but tirere i s no data on 
the o vex-T7i nteying of fialliphora sn* at Moorhouse. 
(3) A » fa* as could be seen f ron the one 
experiment ca??J?ied oivt at th i s point* type of so i l had. 
no ei'feet on p»3rcentage emergence* 
F / C . 6 . WEEKLY o / 0 e M B R q £ N C e FROM L SERICBTR B A T C H E S 
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IV THE EMERGENCE PATTERN OF BATCHES DEPOSITED 
DURING THE NORMAL BLOW5LY SEASON 
( i ) Lu ciliaVBorieata (Mg») 
Durham Batches 
Emergence tables were constructed showing weekly 
percentage emergence from each bateb of prepupae put down 
during the period 29th. Apri ' l^ -to> 18th. October i n 1948 
and 1949 and from 23rd> July to 18th. October i n 1947 
(See Appendix Pages9M-). From this data histograms 
were drawn showing to t a l weekly emergence from these batches? 
(Eigure 6) 
1948 Emergence The histograms showed that emergence 
lasted from 29 tb* May to 9th. Octobsrb There were two 
well-defined peaks with a period of very l i t t l e emergence in* 
between© Tlie f i r s t peak covered the period 12th* June - 3rd'\ 
July and was due to prepupae deposited during the previous 
la te summer and autumn© The second peak covered the 
period 14th* August to i l t b * September and was due to 
prepupae deposited during May to early August of the 
same summer* Batches deposited from la te August onwards 
entered complete diapause* 
1949 Emergence* The histograms show that emergence 
lasted from 21st. May to I5tb« October* There was a well 
defined spring peak as before* covering the period 4th •»• 
25tb* June, and th i s was again mainly due to prepupae 
deposited i n the preceding la te summer and autumn, although 
pa r t ly due to prepupae put down i n the preceding early 
summer* (No prepupae were deposited i n the early summer 
of 19.47) There was. however* no well«idefined la te 
August pealc as i n the preceding year but a small emergence 
peak from 16th* - 30the July, followed by 2 weeks of low 
emergence* and then another peak from 13th* to 27th* August, • 
3 0 
and then a sustained emergence u n t i l ls$» October. 
Batches deposited from la te August on wards entered 
prac t i ca l ly complete diapause* 
Temperature Data 
The fol lowing were plot ted above the emergence 
histograms?* 
(1) Average weekly maximum temperatures as recorded 
i n the Stevenson screen. 
(2) Average weekly 1" s o l i temperaturSi recorded 
dai ly between-9a*m* arid 10a* m* 
.• In^iboth 1948 and 1949 emergence oeeuried when l n s o i l t 
temperatures-were, greater than 10°G and the maximum a i r 
temperatures were greater than 14°C* The spring emergence 
peaks followed increases'in so i l temperatures to 13°C, 
but the decrease i n emergence i n July was not due 
a decrease i n temperature* 
Meat Trap Catch Data 
The weekly catches of L.sericata i n two meat traps 
were added to the graphs* The correlation between catch 
data and emergence data was not obvious* There was a 
spring 1 catch* peak from 15th - 29th* May* bat th i s was 
earlier* and not l a t e r „ than the emergence peak as 
would have been expected* There was also a peak from 
17th* July to 13th. August, when emergence figures were 
very low* This may* however, have been caused by f l i e s 
emerging during the Spring emergence peak* There was a 
t h i rd 'catch' peak from 14th. - 28th* August which j u s t 
preceded the la te summer emergence peak* 
In I949, the meat trap catches were mueh higher* 
There was a meat trap peak from 25th* June to 16the July, 
which may have corresponded to the spring emergence peak 
from 4th* - 25th* June* Catches f o r the remainder of the 
summer were very variable* There were 3 peaks, each of 
which seemed to occur immediately a f t e r a period of hot 
weather* 
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Discussion V 
I t was thought that the difference i n the emergence 
pattern f o r the two years might be pa r t l y due to a 
difference i n experimental technique* namely that more 
batches were put down i n 194$ than i n 1948. Consequently a 
pair of histograms were constructed f o r these years showing 
emergence result ing from the deposition of 1 batch per 
month for the f i v e • blowfly*months of each year (May -
September)* The resul t ing histograms (Sigure 7) resembled 
the f i r s t series* 
Examination of the weekly emergence table (See 
Appendix pages 9>f) gave the fol lowing informations-
(1) The l a t e July peak 1949 was ent i re ly due to one 
batch of prepupae* namely the batch put down on 9th July 1949* 
(2) The la te August peak, 1949 was due to batches put 
down i n May, June and la te July 1949* 
The duration of that part of the l i f e - c y c l e of the 
blowfly -Ehich i a spent i n the s o i l and the v i a b i l i t y during-
that period both have a di rect e f fec t ori the emergence pattern. 
The period between deposition and commencement of emergence 
i s also represented i n Figure 6* The prepupal plus pupal 
period was of long duration during the early part of the 
season (7 weeks) and then £ t progressively decreased u n t i l 
August ( 2 - 3 weeks} and then increased again. One 1948 
batch and two 1949 batches did not f i t i n with th is patterns-
15th May batch 1948 This batch took 11 weeks to commence 
emergence as compared with 6 weeks f o r the preceding batch 
and 4 weeks f o r the succeeding batch* An examination of 
readings obtained from the minimum thermometer showed cold 
temperatures and ground f ros ts during the period 18th - 28th 
May, which may have k i l l e d o f f the f i r s t pupae or caused the 
organisms s t i l l i n prepupal stage to enter diapause. There 
were no subsequent f ros ts during the summer. 
11th June batch 194$ This batigh took 9 weeks to commence 
32 
emergence as compared with 6 weeks of the preceding batch and 
4 weeks of the equivalent batch i n 1948* Emergence from this 
batch could have been expected i n l a te July instead of mid 
August. The hot weather of 2.0th - 14th July may have k i l l e d 
o f f pupae near the s o i l surface. Prepupae which had not 
pupated could have escaped such a fa te by migrating downwards. 
Thus,, the emergence from th is batch would result from late-
pupating pupae* • 
9th July batch 1Q49 This batch took only 16 days to emerge 
as compared with 3 weeks f o r tM saccesding batch and 3 
weeks £o;r the equivalent batch i n 1948*. During the hot 
weather of TOth - 14th July, the batch was no doubt s t i l l i n 
the prepupal stage and able to move downwards and escape the 
fate of the 11th June catch* The prepupae could thus select 
optimum conditions rand rapidly complete development. These 
exceptionally advantageous conditions thus resulted i n a 1 
July peak and the consequent diminution of the l a te August peak. 
Con elusions 
(1) L* sericata emerged under f i e l d conditions at 
Durham from late May u n t i l early October* 
(2) Mergence was not even and regular throughout the 
summer.:, but was concentrated into two emergence peaks, one 
i n June and one i n la te August. 
(3) The June peak was caused by those batches l a i d 
during the autumn of the previous year. , 
(4) The la te August peak was the result of two Factors?— 
a) The higher v i a b i l i t y o f batches deposited i n 
early August, as compared with June and July 
batches* 
b) The successive decrease i n development period 
u n t i l early August, result ing i n an accumul-
ation of f l i e s about to emerge at this time. 
This would suggest that the la te August/ 
September s tr ike wave may be i n part related -
to the population density of the f l i e s . 
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(5>) In no cage was i t obvious that summer temperatures •-• 
had caused the prepupae to aestevate. The prepupae l a i d down 
on 9^h July 1949 suffered high temperatures (max* a i r temp. 
33*8°C» and max. no. hours sunshine per day. 14.4) but 
developed very rapidly. 
(6') I n one case, there was a pos s ib i l i t y of high 
temperatures having k i l l e d , pupae* which, unlike prepupae* 
would be unable to migrate from the surface layers of s o i l 
during very hot weather. v 
(7) Although the r a i n f a l l f o r the summer 1949 was 
exceptionally low ( to t a l f o r A p r i l - September was 7«97 inches,-
average value 13-2 inches)* there were no signs of any batch 
entering a sumer diapause, with the possible exception o f 
the batch l a i d down 11th June, 1949* 
(8) Meat trap catches did not show the form that might 
have been expected from emergence data, namely a high density 
i n la te June and early September with a low density i n between. 
The 1949 records showed a high June density* but there was no 
early September peak. 
(9) Batches deposited from la te August onward entered 
prac t ica l ly complete diapause. 
Moorhouse Batches 
Weekly emergence tables (See Appendix Pages ^5-6 ) and to ta l 
xveekly emergence histograms (Figure 8) were constructed f o r 
--«4T>jipae deposited during the period Jth June to 13th September 
°49. 33b L. Sericata prepupae were put down at 
frefiieu^, — ^ ^ 1 9 4 7 batches, there were no 
~~*,<a during the ea r i j but emergence began i n 
*n early October.~ There was a peak emergence-
i n early c » ^ « v s i t e d from early August 
onwards entered complex 
1949 Emergence Emergence began" xn raid-June and continued u n t i l 
early October. The spring emergence peak lasted from 11th 
3V* 35 
June u n t i l 23rd* July, a longer period than fo r Durham. Also 
whereas the Durham spring peak was mainly produced by the 
emergence from prepupae l a i d down i n the l a t t e r ha l f of the 
blowfly season of 1948; the Hoorhouse spring peak was 
produced by prepupae l a i d down throughout the summer of 1948. 
August/September emergence was due to prepupae put down 
ear l ier the same year, but there was no well-defined peak, 
although emergence increased i n early September© 
Temperature Data 
The fol lowing were graphed above the bistogramss-
1948s- Weekly average maximum a i r temperatures recorded 
by thermograph i n a Stevenson screen. Weekly 
average minimum a i r temperatures s imi la r ly 
recorded* 
1949s- Weekly average maximum a i r temperatures as fo r 
1943. Weekly average minimum 2" so i l 
temperatures recorded by Cambridge recorder* 
Emergence occurred at s o i l temperatures above about 9°° 
and at maximum a i r temperatures above 10 - 11° C. 
Meat Trap Data 
The meat trap data fo r 1948cwas too incomplete to graph, 
but i n 1949, one meat trap was continuously maintained at 
Moorbouse. There was a well-defined catch peak i n l a te 
August/early September* 
General Conclusions. 
(1) Emergence commenced about a fo r tn igh t ear l ier at 
Durham than at Hoorhbuse and ended at about the 
same time (early October). 
(2) Spring peak emergences occurred during June both 
at Moorhouse and Durham* that at Moorhouse 
occurring about a week l a te r than that at Durham* 
The Durham one was caused by prepupae deposited 
during the second ha l f of the previous summer, 
whereas the Etoorhouse one was eaused by prepupae 
deposited 
i 
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throughout the previous summer. 
(3) Late -summer emergence peaks occurred during l a t e 
August at Durham and during the f i r s t ha l f of 
September at Moorhouse. Both at Durham and 
Mporhouee, these peaks were less well defined i n 
I949 than i n 1948* Possibly the sustained hot 
weather of 1949 caused rapid pupation which did 
not allow the emergences to accumulate as i n 1948• 
(4) Both at Durham and Moorhouse. there was no sign of 
hot or dry weather causing aestevation or diapause 
of. the prepupae. 
(5) Durham meat trap records showed a high June density 
but no well-defined la te summer peak. 1948 
Moorhouse records were too incomplete to graph, but 
19*9 records gave a Spring and an early September 
peak. The l a t t e r preceded the la te summer emergence 
peals and might therefore have been due to migrations 
of f l i e s from lowland areas. The very large numbers 
of f l i e s caught also suggested this* 
(6) Batches deposited from early August at Moorhouse and 
la te August at Durham entered complete diapause. 
i i ) i i u c i l i a i i l U 3 t r i B ( r t^ 1 
Durham Batches 
The season fo r L . i l l u s t r i s was taken as 29th A p r i l to 
25th October. An attempt was mads to deposit batches at 
monthly intervals , but d i f f i c u l t i e s were encountered i n rearing 
th i s species sa t i s fac to r i ly throughout, the winter.. The data 
is . therefore somewhat incomplete. Weekly emergence tables are 
given (see Appendix, page 8^ ) and t o t a l weekly histograms 
are shown i n Eigure 9. 
1948 Emergence 
Emergence lasted from mid-May u n t i l l a te October. The 
spring emergence peak caused by f l i e s deposited during July-
37 
Sep temper 1947 lasted u n t i l mid-June* fto batches were 
deposited i n May and June, but l a te r batches emerged discreetly 
and wi th in 1 to ; 2 weeks$ the duration of the period spent i n 
the s o i l was at a minimum i n July :(l^- : weeks) • The las t batch 
to emerge was deposited i n mid-September^ 
1949 Emergence 
Emergence began about the same time as i n 1948, and the 
spring emergence peak lasted u n t i l mid-June as before. Ho 
batch was deposited i n May, but the June and July batches 
emerged rapidly and discreetly, each taking 2-fe weeks to 
develop* A large proportion of the June batch, however, 
entered diapause* There was no August batch and the September 
batch entered complete diapause* 
Temperature1 Data 
Emergence proceeded at so i l temperatures above 8°C and 
maximum a i r temperatures above 12°C« The Spring emergence 
peaks occurred at so i l temperatures from 10-i3°C* The very 
rapid development of the early July batch, 1948, coincided 
with a period of high temperatures* 
Meat trap Records. 
The number of L . i l l u a t r l s males taken was so small that 
the trapping records f o r th i s species are of l i t t l e s i g n i f i c -
ance* Appearance of L . i l l u s t r i s i n the meat traps coincided 
with the beginning of emergence* In 1943, there was an 
apparent early June meat trap peak corresponding with the 
spring Emergence Peak, but this did not occur i n 1949. Ho 
L . i l l u s t r i s males were caught a f te r mid-September* There 
seemed to be some direct'' relal&onsbip between meat trap catches 
and temperature^ but catches i n the summer Of 1949 were very 
low despite the warm weather. ' ' 
Piscussion 
In neither year did the histograms give any indicat ion 
of a la te summer peak. This was not surprising owing to the 
fol lowing fac t s : -
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a) Much fewer E . i l l u s t r i B batches were deposited than 
L.sericata batches 'and i t would therefore be unl ike ly 
' 'i: 
that emergence from two or more batches would have 
coincided. 
b) L . i l l u s t r i s batches emerged over a shorter period 
( i . e . 1-2 weeks). I t would therefore have been 
necessary to deposit L . i l l u s t r i s batches weekly, or 
at the rapstj, f o r tn igh t ly , i n order to obtain any over-
lapping of the emergence from one batch with that from 
another. Assuming that th is had been possible, and 
assuming fo r the moment that the v i a b i l i t y of a l l 
batches had been the same* an emergence peak would 
be obtained daring the emergence of f l i e s having the 
shortest development period ( i . e . early August). > 
Examination of the v i a b i l i t y data fo r L . i l l u s t r i s batches 
revealed a lower percentage emergence f o r batches deposited i n 
August than in early July i . e . the batches which developed most 
rapidly had the highest v i a b i l i t y . This would enhance the 
e f f e c t . o f any early August peak. Thus, although such a peak 
was not apparent i n Figure 9* i t i s possible that one occurs. 
Conclusions 
(1) L . i l l u s t r i 9 emerged at Durham from mid-May u n t i l l a te 
October. 
(2) Emergence began with a spring emergence peak l as t ing 
from mid-May u n t i l mid?June. 
(3) There were no signs o f aestavatioii or diapause due 
to dryness of s o i l . 
(4) Batches deposited from September onwards entered 
complete diapause. 
(5) Owing to some unknown reason,^ the species was found 
to be d i f f i c u l t to rear under laboratory conditions 
and therefore f i e l d data i s very incomplete. 
Moorhbuse Batches 
The season during which I r . i l l u s t r i s adults were l i k e l y to 
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"be a c t i v e a t Mborhouse was taken as 13th May to 16th October. 
The Appendix pages/oo-/ gives the weekly'emergence f i gures and 
Figure .10 shows the to ta l emergence histograms* 
1948 Emergence 
There .waB no spring emergence peak because no L . i l i u s t r i s 1 . 
prepupae were-deposited a t Hoorhduse during 1947* Ho June 
1948 hatch was :-deposited. The J u l y and August batches,emerged 
d i s c r e t e l y and r a p i d l y (within: 3 weeks). The time between 
deposition and commencement of emergence was 3 weeks for the 
J u l y batch and 8 weeks for the August batch. The September 
batch entered complete diapause* 
1949. The spring emergence peak- l a s t e d from 18th June u n t i l 
16th J u l y , and was caused by prepupae deposited throughout 
the preceding year* The June batch entered p r a c t i c a l l y 
complete diapause, and the J u l y and August batches emerged 
d i s c r e t e l y and r a p i d l y , each taking three weeks to develop* 
The September batch entered- complete diapause. 
Temperature Data. 
Emergence took place a t minimum 2" s o i l temperatures 
above 8&C and a t a i r temperatures above 9°G. The rapid 
development of the August 1949 batch coincided with a period 
o f high temperatures. r V 
Meat traps- Only 1 male L . i l l u s t r i s was caught i n the » 
Moorhouse meat trap i n 1948 and .1 male i n 1949. 
Discuss ion The f a c t that the 1949" June batches entered 
diapause both a t Moorhouse and Durham i s of i n t e r e s t . 
An examination of control data showed that i t took 73 days 
i n the incubator for 5Q# of the prepupae to pupate. I t seems 
probable, therefore j that some factor ac t ing upon the larvae 
before deposition caused diapause i n the f i e l d batches. 
There were no s igns of a l a t e 'summer peak probably for the 
same reasons as given i n the d iscuss ion on the behaviour of 
L . i l l u s t r i s a t Durham. 
Conclusions 
(3-) I f i l l u s t r i s emerged a t lloorbouse from mid-June u n t i l 
l a t e September. 
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(2) Spring emergence p'eak l a s t e d from raid Jane u n t i l 
raid J u l y . 
(3) Each batch took only 2-3 weeks to emerge. 
(4) Fox reasons given i n the Durham sect ion , i t i s \ 
poss ib le that under natura l conditions there would 
"be an emergence peak i n l a t e summer* J u l y / e a r l y 
August* 
•{$). There were no 3igns of aestevatiori or diapause due 
to dryness i n the s o i l , but an examination of data 
on control hatches showed a high s u s c e p t i b i l i t y for 
t h i s species to enter diapause* Thi s phenomenon* 
unexpectedly observed i n some f i e l d hatches ( e . g . 
June 1949) could therefore he put do^n to conditions 
suf fered before and not a f t e r deposition* 
(6) Batches*deposited from l a t e August onwards entered 
p r a c t i c a l l y complete diapause* 
( i i i ) L u c i l l a Caesar (L) 
Durham Batches 
The normal blowfly season for Ii» caesar a t Durham -was 
taken as 29th A p r i l to 25th October, the same as that f o r 
L . i l l u s t r i s , s ince the females of these tvo species could 
not be distinguished* 
One batch was l a i d dotsn inOctober 1947 and batches were 
l a i d down i n 1948 and 1949 a t approximately monthly i n t e r v a l s * 
Weekly emergence tables (Appendix pages 10-3-$-) and histograms 
(Figure l l ) w e r e constructed as for the other spec ies . 
1948 Emergence began i n mid-May with the appearance of 
f l i e s from the October 194? batch* 3Jo June batch was V. 
deposited, but the May and J u l y batches entered complete 
diapause* There was no further emergence u n t i l 28th August, 
t h i s being from the 4th August batch* A s l i g h t emergence 
occurred i n loveraber from the Sep t ember-batch * 
1949 The spring emergence peak caused by batches deposited 
i n the previous year began i n mid-May and continued u n t i l 
the end of June. Batches l a i d down i n 1949 emerged r a p i d l y 
41 
arid discretetyji with the exception of the e a r l y August 
'batch whieh entered diapause*••• The development period was at-
a minimum i n ear ly J u l y ( 2 weeks). Ho l a t e August peak 
was apparent. . . , . . 
Temperature Records 
Emergence proceeded a t l u s o i l temperatures of 8-9°C 
and abovei The spring emergence peak of 1949 occurred a t 
s o i l temperatures o f about 10-13°C* ?he rapid development 
of prepupae during e a r l y J u l y 1.949 coincided with a period 
of high temperatures* The ear ly August 1949 "batch, on the 
other hand, was deposited during a period of r e l a t i v e l y 
low temperatures. 
Meat trap records* 
Weekly catches of L . c a e s a r males were added to the 
weekly emergence histograias. I t i s doubtful whether these 
catches are an ind ica t ion of the I . c a e s s r density* as the 
f i e l d r e s u l t s showed that the males formed only a 3mall 
proportion of the meat trap catches* However the fol lowing 
points were shown4-
1) HigTs meat trap catches coincided.with periods of 
high, temperature* 
2) The 1948 Spring emergence peak was not traSed, but 
the 1949 one was followed by a small meat trap 
cat©i . peak*'. l-: 
3) There was another meat trap peak i n J u l y , coincident " 
with a period o f hot weather* 
4-) Few X»caesar males were taken i n September and 
October. 
Discussion 
The d i f ferenbe between the behaviour of batches deposi'ted 
i n 1948 and 1949 i s s t r i k i n g . The 1948 May and J u l y batches** 
( there wes no June batch) entered complete diapause, whereas*-
the equivalent 1949. batches emerged normally. There are . '• 
two poss ible reasons for t b i s j -
1) C09.I summer weather of 1948 induced these batches to 
enter diapause* This i s u n l i k e l y i n view of the 
f a c t that the Hay 1949- batch emerged s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
within 4 weeks* v 
2) The hatches had a predispos i t ion to diapause at the 
tirae they were deposited (L»caesar was found to enter 
diapause r e a d i l y i f fed i n dry or otherwise 
unsat i s fac tory conditions)* This p o s s i b i l i t y i s 
substantiated by the f a c t that the controls of these 
two hatches entered a long diapause and suffered a 
high ult imate morta l i ty . 
As i n the case of L . i l l u s t r i a * the short period during 
which the emergence of a s ingle hatch took place , together with 
the s c a r c i t y of hatches deposited, prevented the p o s s i h i l i t y of 
a summer peak being observed* The batches which exhibited a 
minimum period of development and produced the l a r g e s t 
percentage of f l i e s were those deposited i n ear ly J u l y , and 
consequently a peak emergence might have been expected i n l a t e 
J u l y / e a r l y August. 
Conclusions 
1) &*cae3ar emerged under f i e l d conditions a t Durban from 
mid-May u n t i l ear ly November. 
2) S&ergence began with a spring emergence peak l a s t i n g 
from l a t e May to e a r l y June. The spring emergence peak was due 
to prepupae deposited during the preceding summero Even 
tdthout the emergence from the May and J u l y 1948 batches* which 
v/ere suspected of abnormal behaviour, there would have been a 
spring peak* 
3) There were no signs of aestavation or diapause due to 
dryness of the s o i l * 
4) No l a t e r peak was observed, although i t i s poss ib le 
that under natural conditions one occurs i n l a t e J u l y / e a r l y 
August. 
5) A l l 1948 batches entered p a r t i a l diapause, f l i e s 
emerging from them during the next summer* 
6) Batches deposited from September om&ards entered 
p r a c t i c a l l y complete diapause* 
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Moorhouse Batches 
The season during which L . caesar was l i k e l y , to he a c t i v e 
a t Moorhouse was taken as 28th Hay to 16th September. Weekly 
emergence tables (Appendix,, pages'05-6} and histograms (Mgure 
12) were constructed as before* Batches were deposited a t the 
rate of approximately one per month during 1948 and 1949. 
1948 Emergence 
Only one batch of L . c a e s a r was deposited during 1947 and 
t h i s produced a small spring emergence peak i n e a r l y J u l y 1948 
The l ^ t h June batch did not emerge a t a l l i n 1948, and the 
4th August batch took 6£ weeks to emerge. There was no J u l y 
batch. The September batch entered complete diapause. 
Emergence f in i shed i n l a t e October. 
1949 Emergence 
The spring emergence peak, caused by emergences from a l l 
batches l a i d down i n I948 occurred from mid June u n t i l ear ly 
J u l y , about three weeks l a t e r than a t Durham. The batches 
deposited i n 1949 emerged d i s c r e e t l y and i n order wi th in 2-3 
weeks, with no accumulation into a l a t e summer peak. The 
development period reached, a minimum of three weeks i n ear ly 
J u l y . The ear ly J u l y batch also had the highest v i a b i l i t y . 
Temperature Data 
Emergence occurred at average minimum 2" s o i l temperature 
of 8°G and above and maximum a i r temperatures of 9°C and above 
The 1949 spring emergence peak took place a t 2" s o i l tempera-
tures of 10 - 12°e. The two batches which entered diapause i n 
1949* namely the early August and ear ly September batches were 
deposited during cooler weather than the J u l y and l a t e August 
batches, both of which commenced emergence a f t e r a few weeks. 
Meat Trap Data The number of L . c a e s a r males caught i n the 
meat trap was so small that no conclusions could be drawn on 
t h i s po int . 
44 
Conclusions 
1) L«caesar emerged under f i e l d conditions a t Moorbouse 
from mid-June u n t i l l a t e September/early October* 
2) Emergence began with a spring emergence peak l a s t i n g 
from mid-June to mid-July* The peak was due to 
prepupae deposited throughout the preceding summer* 
3) Most batches emerged r a p i d l y and d iscreet ly* 
4) Mo l a t e summer peak was observed, although i t i s 
poss ib le that one occurs during l a t e July* 
5) There were no s igns of adstav&tioh or diapause due to 
dryness o f the s o i l * 
6) A l l batches entered p a r t i a l diapause, f l i e s emerging 
r 
from them during the fol lowing summer* 
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(iv> OALLIPEORA VOMITORIA ( L . ) 
BORHM BATCHBSo 
The season during which 0* vomltoria was ac t ive at 
Durham l a s t e d from 15 A p r i l to 21 November* Batches were 
deposited during the l a t t e r part of t h i s season i n 1947 
and during the whole of t h i s season i n 1948 and 1949* 
The emergence i s shorn i n Figure I S ond An tho ifc^oniMia! 
1948. 
Emergence s tar t ed i n mid-March and ended i n l a t e 
November* A spring emergence peak, produced by prepupae 
deposited i n autumn 1947, covered the period 24 A p r i l -
22 May* There were no other emergence peaks, each batch 
emerging d i s c r e t e l y and i n order, over a period of not 
more than two weeks. The development period reached a 
minimum of 5 weeks i n l a t e J u l y . 
1949, 
Emergence s tar t ed i n e a r l y A p r i l and a batch deposited 
i n e a r l y October emerged i n December, making a t o t a l of 
nine months during which emergence was possible* The 
spring emergence peak covered the per iod 16 A p r i l to 
14 May, a week e a r l i e r than i n 1948. Batches emerged 
d i s c r e t e l y and i n order, as before, the development period 
reaching a minimum of 2 weeks i n mid.-July, 
Temperature Records. 
Emergence s t a r t e d i n the spr ing when 1" s o i l temper-
atures rose above 5 ° G . , but the October 1949 batch emerged 
i n December at temperatures between 2 ° C* and 5 ° C. The 
minimum development period coincided with a period o f 
high s o i l temperatures ( 1 4 ° - 1 6 ° G*)« 
4 6 
Meat Trap Records. 
There was a large spr ing "catch" peak i n 1948 and 
a smaller one i n 1949 coinciding with the spr ing emergence 
peak. I n 1948 there was then a period of very low densi ty 
followed by a r i s e i n "catch" f igures i n l a t e August to 
l a t e October. Low dens i t i e s seemed to be p a r t l y assoc-
ia ted with highest temperatures. The lowest density 
occurred during l a t e June /ear ly Ju ly . I n 1949 the catches 
were more v a r i a b l e , but again there was a period of lowest 
density i n the l a s t 5 weeks of June. This period was 
associated with ne i ther very high nor very low temper-
atures. By t h i s time, a l l f l i e s produced from over-
wintered pupae would have died. Graham Smith (1915) 
found that C. vomltorla was most abundant i n September 
and October and l e a s t abundant i n May. The 1948 and, 
to a cer ta in extent the 1949 records , showed high catches 
of C. vomitorla i n September and October. The density 
of C. vomitorla i n May would l a r g e l y depend on the 
morta l i ty of over-wintered pupae and hence on the weather 
condit ions, e tc . of the preceding winter. 
DISCUSSION. 
C. vomitoria could develop slowly and even emerge at 
very low temperatures ( 2 ° - 5° C . ) and succes s fu l develop-
ment and emergence also occurred at mid-summer temper-
atures. Maximum a i r temperatures recorded were 2 0 ° - 2 5 ° C , 
but 1" s o i l temperatures -were considerably lower. Since 
breeding f o r culture purposes was s u c c e s s f u l l y c a r r i e d 
out at 26^° C . , i t i s not s u r p r i s i n g that no i l l - e f f e c t s 
were caused.by t h i s hot weather. The development period 
was at a minimum; i n l a t e J u l y , suggesting a poss ible peak 
emergence i n e a r l y August which would give r i s e to an 
increased densi ty of f l i e s i n l a t e August. Since the 
percentage v i a b i l i t y of t h i s species remained high and 
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f a i r l y constant, .except at the very end of the season, 
t h i s f a c t o r would not a f f e c t the peak i n any way* 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) C. vomitoria could emerge under f i e l d conditions from 
mid-March to the end of December* 
(2) The spring emergence peak occurred i n l a t e A p r i l / 
e a r l y May. 
(3) No l a t e r peak was apparent from the histograms, 
although such a peak might have occurred i n e a r l y 
August i f more batches had been deposited* T h i s 
may p a r t l y expla in the l a r g e r meat trap catches i n 
l a t e August and September. 
(4) C. vomitori a .prepupae and pupae were not adversely 
a f fec ted e i t h e r i n v i a b i l i t y or i n speed of develop-
ment by midsummer temperatures and they could also 
develop and emerge at very low temperatures (2°-5° C . ) . 
(5) Batches l a i d down from November onwards entered 
complete diapause. 
MOORHOUSE BATCHES. 
The season during which C. vomitoria was act ive at 
Moorhouse l a s t e d from 18 May to 16 October. Histograms 
record emergence from one batch deposited i n October 1947 
and from batches deposited throughout the act ive seasons 
of 1948 and 1949 (see Figure 14 and AppondAji pagoo )* 
1948. 
Emergence s tar t ed i n e a r l y June with ind iv idua l s from 
the October 1947 batch. This emergence was smaller than 
that from the equivalent Durham batch, showing that over-
wintering had been l e s s s u c c e s s f u l l y accomplished at 
Moorhouse. The 1948 batches emerged d i s c r e t e l y and i n 
order as at Durham, but emergence from each batch l a s t e d 
about 4 weeks instead of 2 as at Durham. This d i f f erence 
4 8 
was probably exaggerated by the f a c t that weekly examin-
ation of the emergence tubes at Moorhouse was not' always 
possible* The development period was at a minimum i n 
l a t e ' July* . . 
1949. . 
Emergence from overwintered batches began i n l a t e May, 
but. there was no true emergence peak. . This was probably 
due to the f a c t that part of the September batch emerged 
i n December and to the high overwintering morta l i ty at 
Moorhause* The summer batches emerged d i s c r e t e l y and 
i n order as before, taking l e s s time to complete emergence 
than i n 1948* The development period remained at about 
3 weeks during June and July*. 
Temperature records. 
Emergence s tar ted i n the spring when minimum 2" s o i l 
temperatures reached 4 ° - 6 ° G*, but one batch emerged i n 
December 1948 when minimum 2" s o i l temperatures were only 
2° C. Minimum development period coincided with maximum 
s o i l temperatures* 
i . . . . " -
Meat Trap Records* 
Peak catch periods f o r 1949 occurred i n e a r l y J u l y 
and l a t e August, the l a t t e r coinciding with a period of 
warm weather* The e a r l y J u l y catches probably consisted 
of ind iv idua l s which had overwintered and emerged during 
June ( i . e . during the spring emergence peak)* 
DISCUSSION. 
The wide range of temperatures over which. C. vomitoria 
could s u c c e s s f u l l y develop and emerge i s emphasized by the 
above resu l t s* This species did not overwinter very 
s u c c e s s f u l l y at Moorhouse* As at Durham, the development 
period was at. a minimum i n l a t e J u l y , the v i a b i l i t y being 
f a i r l y constant throughout the summer* This suggests the 
presence of an emergence peak i n e a r l y August, as at 
Durham. There i s some evidence f o r t h i s i n the large 
meat trap catches which occurred during l a t e August. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) C. vomitorla could develop and emerge under f i e l d 
conditions whenever the minimum 2 H s o i l temperature 
was above 2 ° - 4 ° C. 
(2) Spring emergence peaks were l a r g e r at Durham than 
at Moorhouse owing to the high overwintering 
morta l i ty at the l a t t e r s t a t i o n . 
(3) A fur ther emergence peak may occur i n e a r l y August. 
This would f i t i n with the increased meat trap 
catches of l a t e August. 
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• ( vV GALLIFHOEA ERYTHROCEPBALA (M| . V 
DOBHAM BATCHES. 
The season during which c. er.vthrocephala entered 
meat traps at Durham lasted from 5 Apr i l to 21 November -
the longest season of a l l . Histograms were constructed 
f o r batches l a i d down during th i s part of 1948 and 1949 
. . . • • • V P : . : ' . ' ' • ' V 
and f o r two batches deposited i n autumn 1947 (See Figure 15) 
end Appondlar pagoq }>. . 
1948. • •• 
. r Emergence started i n mid-April and ended i n la te 
October* the spring emergence peak occurring i n early May. 
The batches emerged discretely (Within 1 2 weeks) and 
i n order* as f o r C. vomitoria. Development period graded 
from 5^ weeks to s l i g h t l y less than three weeks and then 
back to 5 | weeks, the minimum occurring i n la te July. 
1949. 
Emergence started i n mid-March and ended i n early 
January, There was very l i t t l e evidence of a spring 
emergence peak, but th is may have been par t ly due to 
lack of batches:deposited i n la te September and early 
October 1948. The 1949 batches emerged discretely 
(1 - 2 weeks) and i n order as before, the development 
period f luc tua t ing between 2 and 3 weeks during June, July 
and August and then increasing i n September. 
Temperature Records. 
Emergence began when the average 1" s o i l temperature 
rose above 4° G., but the October 1949 batch emerged i n 
December at temperatures between 2° C. and 5° C. The 
shortest .development periods coincided with periods of 
highest temperature. 
51 
Meat Trap Be cords* 
1948 meat trap data showed two peak periods, one 
i n Hay and one i n la te September/early October* The 
Vi*ve 
f i r s t peak may wellybeerfche resu l t pf a spring emergence 
peako 
1949 meat trap data did not enow a spring "catch" 
peak, which i s interest ing i n view of the fac t that 
there was no spring emergence peak i n 1949 either* 
There was a well marked October peak and some suggestion 
of higher catches during July and e^rly August* 
DISCUSSION. 
G»1 erythrocephala developed and emerged over a 
s l i g h t l y larger range of temperature than 0. vomitorla* 
Development was most rapid at highest temperatures* In 
1948. highest temperatures occurred i n late July and 
development was most rapid at th i s time* . In 1949, there 
was one period of high temperatures i n July and another 
i n la te August, both of these causing rapid development* 
Bnergence peaks might, therefore, have been expected i n 
early August 1948 and i n la te July and early September 
1949* The corresponding meat trap 11 catch'1 peaks occurred 
i n la te September (1948) and i n October (1949), rather 
l a te r than might have been expected. The relationship 
between emergence and meat trap "catches" has not been 
f u l l y studied* There may be a morta l i ty factor acting 
on the newly-emerged adult which varies with the time of 
year (e« g* predators) * 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) Emergence could occur from la te March u n t i l early 
January* 
(2) The spring emergence peak lasted from la te A p r i l 
u n t i l mid-May* There was no well-defined peak i n 
1949. 
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(S) f i r i n g and. summer batches emerged discretely and 
i n order 9 taking only 1 - 2 weeks to complete 
emergence*' '• ' 
(4) Development was usually rapid at high, temperatures 
and emergence peaks could be expected a f t e r periods 
o f warm weather*' v ' 
(5) < The delay of 4 - 5 weeks between the commencement of 
predicted emergence peaks and the corresponding meat 
trap "catch" peaks made i t doubtful whether the two 
were i n f ac t related* 
(6) In only one case ( la te July 1949 batch) were there 
a 
signs of high temperatures causing an increased 
morta l i ty and a s l ight lengthening of development 
period* There was no equivalent 0. vomltoria batch, 
but the P» terranovae batch suffered similarly* 
M00RH0P3S BATCHES. 
Figure 16 ond App cadis pagao shows the weekly 
emergence from batches deposited during the period 18 May 
to 16 October i n 1948 and 1949. 
1948.. 
Ho 0. erythrocephala prepupae were deposited at 
ffloorhouse during 1947, so that there was no l ike l ihood of 
a spring emergence peak i n 1948* The 1948 batches 
emerged i n order* but, i n the caBe of the ear l ie r ones' 
especially, emergence was continued f o r a considerable 
time (S - 10 weeks), a s t r i k ing contrast to the behaviour 
at Durham* Time from deposition to onset o f emergence 
reached a minimum of 3 weeks i n la te July* The develop-
ment periods were from 1 - 2 weeks longer than at Durham* 
Emergence f inished i n December* 
1949. 
Ho. C. erythrocephala prepupae were deposited i n 
la te September and early October, and the early September 
5 3 
batch emerged i n December. Consequently there was again 
no poss ib i l i t y of a spring emergence peak. The develop-
ment period was at a minimum of 2 weeks i n la te June and 
throughout July. Emergence ended i n la te December. 
Temperature Records. 
As there were no overwintering pupae, the necessary 
temperature f o r onset of spring emergence could not be 
determined.- Emergence occurred, however, during 
December 1948 and 1949, at average minimum 2W s o i l . 
temperatures of 2° - 4° G. 
Meat Trap Records. 
The meat trap "catch" showed a peak i n early July 
and another i n 1 ate' August/early September. The small 
catches obtained i n late July and early August support 
the emergence results - namely* that there i s a higher 
morta l i ty i n batches emerging at th i s time than either 
ear l ier or l a t e r i n the year.-
DISCUSSION. 
The elongated period of emergence f o r each batch 
and the fac t that development periods did not decrease 
regularly as the summer of 1949 wore on, makes i t d i f f i c u l t 
to estimate the presence of a summer emergence peak. For 
1948, there appears to have been a peak emergence i n mid-
August. The emergence histograms show an apparent hiatus 
i n la te July/early August. This proved en t i r e ly due to 
a decreased v i a b i l i t y of the July batches. Since the 
equivalent Durham batches were not s imi la r ly affected, 
th is does not seem to be a resul t of high temperatures 
but of some other factor . 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) Emergence lasted from 21st May to 31 December. 
(2) No spring emergence peak was observed, pa r t ly owing 
to the fac t that the September and October batches 
5 4 
emerged during the some year. 
(3) There were no subsequent emergence peaks, but i n 
1949 there was a period of low emergence during 
early Augueto This was due en t i re ly to a decrease 
i n v i a b i l i t y of July and early August batches, th is 
factor over-riding the factor of more rapid develop-
ment of these batches* 
(4) - Meat trap catches followed the 1949 emergence pattern 
closely* 
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jri) PROTQPHOHMIA TSRRMOVAE (R - D). 
DURHAM BATCHES. 
P. terranovae were caught i n the meat trape from 
15 A p r i l to SI October. Weekly emergence of hatches 
deposited during this part o f 1948 and 1949, i s shown i n 
Figure 17 and Apppndlic pagoo 
1948. ".' 
Emergence occurred from la te May u n t i l the end of 
October, each batch emerging discretely and i n order, 
within 1 - 2 weeks. No batches of th i s species.were 
deposited i n 1947, so there was no p o s s i b i l i t y of a 
spring emergence peak. The period required f o r develop-
ment reached a minimum of 2 weeks i n la te July. Since 
the preceding batch had taken 3 weeks to develop, there 
was a certain amount o f overlap i n the emergence of these 
two batches. 
1949. 
Snergence took place from mid-May u n t i l la te October 
Again, a l l batches emerged discretely and wi thin 1 - 2 
weeks. Although batches were deposited i n September and 
October of 1948, there was no emergence from these batche 
i n 1949. Batches developed most rapidly i n la te July, 
la te August and early September, the early August batch 
taking'rather longer. There was no overlap of emergence 
i n 1949, although two batches emerged within a week of 
each other i n August, a phenomenon which would be l i k e l y 
to cause a high density of f l i e s just afterwards. 
Temperature Records. 
Emergence of th i s species did not occur u n t i l 1" 
s o i l temperatures rose above 8° C., about the same 
temperature as f o r L. caesar and L. i l l u s t r i s . The 
shortest development periods coincided with periods of 
highest temperature. 
5 6 
Meat Trap Catches* . . •  . 
Peak catches occurred during the warmest weather,, 
There was some evidence of a high spring population i n 
1948, although th is was not the case i n 1949« 
DISCUSSION. 
The results indicate that P. terranovae has a very 
high winter morta l i ty and consequently no spring emergence 
peak* : I n the course of breeding th i s species i t was 
found that , unlike the other f i v e species studied, the 
prepupae tended to remain on the meat on which they had 
been feeding and to pupate there* The batches used f o r 
the present experiments, however,, had been removed from 
the meat before deposition* I t i s possible that the 
presence of carcase remains are indispensible f o r the 
protection of overwintering pupae* 
' ' , * 
CONCLUSIONS.' 
(1) P* terranovae could develop and emerge under f i e l d 
conditions whenever the average s o i l temperature was 
. above 8° C. approximately* 
(2) The species appeared to have poor over-wintering 
a b i l i t i e s , although th is might have been pa r t ly due 
to the unnatural mode of deposition. Meat trap 
records indicated a possible spring emergence peak 
: under natural conditions* 
(3) Batches developed uniformly, the whole batch taking 
only 1 - 2 weeks to complete emergence* There were 
,. no indications of part of the batch entering diapause* 
(4) Development was most rapid during periods of warm 
weather and the v i a b i l i t y of the species d id not 
appear to be adversely affected by high temperatures* 
Ah increased density of f l i e s might, therefore, be 
expected a f te r such a period (e.g. i n l a te July 
1948). 
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M00RH0US3 BATCHES. 
M o l t P. terranovae were , caught i n the meat traps 
from mid-June u n t i l la te September. &nergence i s shown 
i n Figure 18 and' Appondig- pagop . 
1948. 
Snergence began i n mid-Jgjly and ended i n early 
October. There was no p o s s i b i l i t y of a spring emergence 
peak, since no prepupae were deposited i n 1947* The 
batches emerged discretely wi thin 2 - 3 weeks and, the 
development ,period was at a,minimum of 3 | weeks i n la te 
July* •. 
1949. 
Emergence occurred from early July u n t i l early 
October. There was no spring emergence peak since a l l 
the prepupae deposited during the preceding autumn had 
died during the winter. The batches emerged discretely 
within, 1 - 2 weeks and development period reached a 
minimum of 2 | weeks i n early August. 
Temperature Records. 
Normally th i s species only .emerged when the minimum 
2 " s o i l temperatures were above 8° 0* There was, however, 
a small emergence from one batch i n la te September when 
the minimum 2 " s o i l temperatures were between 3 ° Go and 
8° Co The prepupai and pupal development of th i s batch 
had occurred mainly at temperatures above 8° G. Most 
rapid development occurred during the warmer weather. 
Meat Trap Records* 
Two peak catches could be observed - one i n early 
July and the other i n late August/early September. A 
period of very small catches occurred i n early August* 
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DISCUSSION, 
The early July K patch" peak suggests the presence 
of a spring emergence peak* This may have occurred i n 
the JSoorhouse area, or, a l ternat ively, there may have 
been a migration of f l i e s from the lowland areas. I f 
the former explanation i s accepted, i t must be assumed 
that there must be some unnatural and unfavourable factor 
acting on the; experimental prepup.ae (e.g 9 method of 
deposition, or undue waterlogging) • As at Durham, 
periods of- warm weather induced rapid development and 
the pos s ib i l i t y of a high density of f l i e s soon afterwards 
during late August/early September 1949. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) p, terranovae developed and emerged at temperatures 
above 8° C. and had very poor overwintering a b i l i t i e s . 
( 2 ) Batches developed f a i r l y uniformly, especially during 
warn weather* and' development was most rapid at high 
temperatures. 
(S) A high density of f l i e s might be expected dust af ter 
-a period of warm weather* 
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V. THE VIABILITY OF BLOWFLY PREPUPAB 
~ DEPOSITED AFTER THE TERMINATION OF 
THE NORMAL BLOWFLY SEASON. 
Table give a the to ta l percentage emergence from 
batches deposited af ter the termination of the normal 
blowfly season. Figure 19 shows graphically the , 
v i a b i l i t y of each species i n re la t ion to the date of 
deposition. 
RESULTS. 
(1) A l l species suffered higher morta l i t ies at Moorhouse 
than at Durham. No Moorhouse batch of L. i l l u s t r i s 
suffered t o t a l mor ta l i ty , but a morta l i ty of over 
75$ was suffered over a longer period at Moorhouse 
than at Durham. 
(2) The v i a b i l i t y of the six species when deposited 
during the winter months decreased i n the fol lowing 
order:- 0. vomitorla. C. erythrocephala. 
La i l l u s t r i s . L. caesar. L. aericata. P. terranovae. 
The data f o r L. eaeser i s inadequate and the results 
therefore unreliable, but from exist ing data i t 
appears that th i s species had a v i a b i l i t y s l i g h t l y 
less than that of L. i l l u s t r i s . 
CONCLUSIONS. 
Whereas deposition of p. terranovae and L. eeriesta 
prepupae during the winter months was unl ikely to give 
r ise to an appreciable emergence, deposition of the 
Calliphora species, and, to a lesser extent, Luc i l i a 
i l l u s t r i s . caused an appreciable spring emergence, 
especially at Durham. 
TABLE 9 . 
THE VIABILITY OF BLOWFLY 
THE TERMINATION OF THE 
Date of 
I * . SSRIGATA . L. ILLUSTRIS L. CAESAR 
Depoe-











































18 Sep. 2.5 mm . • » 
2 Oct. -' - - 0 - - - - f - -
16 Oct. 
SO Oct. 18 39 0 0 - - 20 -. • - - 4 
15 Hov. 38.5 - 0 - - . - mm - 63 4 
30 Nov. 0 - • • 0 - 24 - - - 2 - 0 -
14 Dec. mm 2. 5 . - •• 0 mm i. - - 6 - 0 
38 Dec. 2 - . 0 - 26.5 - 5 - - - mm -. 
11 Jan. 
25 Jen. 2 - 1 - 7 - 12 - 2 - 1 -' 
8 Feb. - 74 - 4 — - mm mm- - -
22 Feb. 2 - • 16 •* 3 27 - - - mm 
8 Mar. - 31 - • 0 - - - - - -
22 Mar. 27 - 7 - 26 - 7 - - • .- -
5 Apr. •-. - 0 - mm - - - - -
19 Apr. 76 60.5 25 • 35.5 - - 45 - - 2 42 0 
' 3 May - - - 34.. - - - -. ' - . - - • 93 
17 Hay - 34.5 - mm mm - - - 10 34 
31 May *m - - 37.5 mm — — — — mm mm — 
PREPTJPAB DBPOSITED APTSR 
NORMAL BLOWBLY SEASON. 






































- - 6 - - 0 2 0 — 0 0 
- . . - - 47 - - - 0 - - - 0 
- - - - 33 - - - 0 0 -
69 — 7.5 — — — . — — 0 — 0 . 
SO 21 mm 29 10 0 0 
- 74 - 39 - 82 - 10 - - • 0 
50 - 40 41 -• 35 - 0 0 * • 
- 77 - 27 - 64 ' - 10.5 - - - -
- - - 42 - 40 - 0 - 0 -
— 80 — 15 — 58 — 57 — 40 
25 2 
80 86 58 
45 8 
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VI. THE EMERGENCE PATTERN OF BATCHES 
DEPOSITED AFTER THE TERMINATION" 
OF THE NORMAL BLOWFLY SEASON. 
The Appendix pages^give the t o t a l weekly emergence 
from batches deposited during that part of the year when 
the species under consideration was not caught i n the 
meat traps. 
ill LUCILIA SPECIES. 
LUCILIA SERICATA (tttZ.) 
Durham. The survivors of hatches deposited during 
the winter mainly emerged i n the fol l o w i n g June, coinciding 
w i t h the spring emergence peak caused by batches deposited 
during the previous autumn. The A p r i l batches emerged 
l a t e r than the others, behaving i n that and other respects 
more l i k e the batches deposited during the blowfly season. 
Moorhouse. No data i s available f o r the November-
January batches, since there was a 100% m o r t a l i t y during 
t h i s period. The survivors of other batches started to 
emerge i n l a t e June, but there was no well-defined peak 
emergence time. The main part of the A p r i l and May 
batches of 1948 di d not emerge u n t i l l a t e August/early 
September, whereas the equivalent 1949 batches emerged 
i n l a t e July. 
L. CAESAR (L.) 
Durham. No records are available f o r February and 
March, but the other winter batches started to emerge i n 
mid-June i n 1948 and i n l a t e May i n 1949, the l a t t e r 
coinciding with the spring emergence peak caused by 
batches deposited during the preceding autumn. The 
A p r i l batch contributed to t h i s peak. 
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Moorhouse. The prepupae deposited during the 
winter of 1947-8 d i d not emerge u n t i l September 1948 
and some not even-until 1949. Those deposited during 
the winter of 1948-9 emerged i n l a t e June/early July, 
coinciding with the spring emergence peak. The l a t e 
May hatch contributed to t h i s peak, 
L. ILLUSTRIS (Mg.) 
Durham., No prepupae were deposited during the 
winter 1948-9, but the 1947-8 winter batches started 
emerging i n l a t e May. Their emergence tended to be 
spread out over a rather longer period than L. caesar 
and some Individuals remained i n diapause u n t i l 1949. 
The main bulk, however, emerged i n early June, coinciding 
with the spring emergence peak. 
Moorhouse. No prepupae were, deposited during the . 
winter of 1948-9, but those deposited i n the winter o f 
1947-8; unlike the equivalent L. caesar batches, emerged 
i n l a t e June and July, each batch taking 3 - 9 weeks to 
complete emergence. The A p r i l batch commenced emergence 
at the same time as the winter batches. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) Batches o f L u c i l i a prepupae deposited at Durham 
throughout the winter tended to emerge simultaneously, 
and at a time when emergence from batches deposited 
during the preceding Autumn was also occurring, 
i . e . about a f o r t n i g h t l a t e r f o r L. sericata than 
f o r L. caesar and L. i l l u s t r i s . 
(2) The A p r i l batch of L. caesar deposited at Durham 
contributed to the spring peak, whereas the equivalent 
L. sericata batch emerged l a t e r . No data i s 
available on t h i s point f o r Lb i l l u s t r i s . 
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(3) Batches o f L u c i l i a prepupae deposited at Moorhiouse 
throughout the. winter tended to emerge i n a more 
scattered manner, some prepupae emerging i n l a t e 
June, remaining i n diapause u n t i l l a t e Summer or 
even u n t i l the f o l l o w i n g year. 
(4) The A p r i l and May batches of L» caesar and L. i l l u s -
t r i s deposited, at Moorhouse tended to emerge at the 
same time as the winter hatches, whereas the main 
par t of the A p r i l and May hatches, of L. sericata 
emerged l a t e r . 
( i i ) CALLIPHORA SPECIES. 
CALLIPHORA VOMITORIA (L.) 
Durham. I n both years the winter batches emerged 
i n May,- thus coinciding with the spring emergence peak 
caused by batches deposited during the previous Autumn, 
Moorhouse. I n both years, the winter batches 
emerged i n June, thus coinciding with the spring emergence 
peak. The l a t t e r , however, was very small, owing to 
shortage o f batches deposited i n the Autumn. The May 
batches behaved more l i k e "summer" batches, emerging 
l a t e r than the others. 
CALLIPHORA SRYTHROCEPHALA (Mg. ) 1 
Durham. The batches showed a s i m i l a r behaviour to 
the C. voraitoria batches, except that emergence was , , 
spread over a longer period and was not completed u n t i l 
mid-July. 
Moorhouse. As f o r C. vomitoria, batches started 
emerging i n early June, but emergence was scattered over 
a longer period. Peak emergence occurred i n l a t e June. 
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The May hatches emerged l a t e r than the others, Hi us 
resembling "summer" batches, 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(1) ' Batches of prepupae deposited throughout the winter 
tended to emerge simultaneously, during May at 
-Durham and June at Moorhouse, i . e . about a f o r t n i g h t 
e a r l i e r than L. caesar and L. i l l u s t r i s and a month 
ea r l i e r , than L. sericata. 
(2) Where there was a spring emergence peak caused by 
batches deposited during the preceding autumn, the 
emergence from winter batches coincided with lt« 
(3) The May batches deposited at Moorhouse emerged l a t e r 
than the other batches, behaving more l i k e "summer" 
batches* 
(4) C. erythrocephala larvae emerged i n a more scattered 
manner than C. vomitoria. 
( i i i ) PROTOPHORMIA • TERRAWOVAB (R - D) . 
Durham. Batches deposited from November to February 
inclusive suffered a 100$ m o r t a l i t y . Late March and 
early A p r i l batches emerged during l a t e May. 
Moorhouse. Batches deposited from October to March 
inclusive suffered 100$ m o r t a l i t y . A p r i l and May batches 
emerged i n l a t e June. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
There was a complete m o r t a l i t y of a l l batches 
deposited before March at Durham and A p r i l at Moorhouse. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS, 
(1) Winter batches emerged as follows:- (peak emergence) 
Durham. Moorhouse. 
C. .vomitoria 7 - 3 8 May 12 - 26 June 
C. erythrocephala. • • 15 May - 5 June. 19 June - 2 July 
P. terranovae 15 - 21 May 18 June - 2 July 
L. caesar 22 May - 11 June 3 - 1 1 July 
L. i l l u s t r i s ....... 29 May - 19 June 5 - 1 7 July 
L. sericata 1 1 - 2 5 June 16 July - 7 Aug 
(2) fJhere spring emergence peaks from Autumn-deposited 
prepupae were present, the emergence from winter 
batches coincided with them. 
(S) Emergence tended to be more scattered at Moorhouse 
than at Durham. 
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V I I . EXAMINATION OP CONTENTS OP 
SOIL TINS FOR PUP ARIA. 
DURHAM BATCHES. 
Twelve to eighteen months a f t e r deposition, the 
contents of the t i n s were removed to the laboratory and 
sieved i n order to recover any remaining prepupae or 
pupae. I t was possible to di s t i n g u i s h between L u c i l i a . 
Calliphora and Protophormia pupae, and also to estimate 
the f a t e o f each i n d i v i d u a l . They could be roughly 
c l a s s i f i e d as follows 
(1) Normal Qaergence - anterior "cap^of puparium missing, 
but remainder quite whole and empty. 
(2) Incomplete pupation - Puparia uncontracted, usually 
complete, with no apparent contents. Laboratory 
experiments have shown that these "long" pupae 
were often the r e s u l t of subjection to cold 
temperatures and that development r a r e l y proceeded 
to the production of an imago. I f , however, t h i s 
did occur, the imago frequently died i n an attempt 
to emerge from the abnormally narrow opening of 
the puparium, 
(3) Decayed Pupae - complete pup a r i a with no contents or 
. merely a small quantity of f l i u d . I t could be 
assumed that' these,individuals died during 
metamorphosis'. 
(4) P u l l Pupae - complete pup aria containing the remains 
of fully-developed f l i e s . These probably died i n 
an attempt to break open the puparium - possibly 
owing to the lack of water. 
(5) Parasitised Pupae - complete puparia except f o r one 
or more small holes at anterior or posterior ends 
or at the side. 
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RESULTS. 
Table 10 shows the number and type of puparia recovered. 
From these records, certain deductions can be made. I f 
the t o t a l number of puparia was small, then i t could be 
assumed that there was a high m o r t a l i t y during the prepupal 
stage. From the type of puparium, the pupal m o r t a l i t y , 
the stage at which m o r t a l i t y occurred, and, i n the case of 
parasitised pupae, the reason f o r the m o r t a l i t y could a l l 
be estimated. (See Table 10 ) • 
C0NCLUSI0H3. 
The f a c t that the number of empty pupae obtained 
approximated,to the number of emergences recorded, indicated 
that a high percentage of pupae were recovered. At a l l 
times of the year* most of the m o r t a l i t y occurred i n the 
prepupal stage. This could be deduced from the f a c t that 
the number of complete pupae was small. The one exception 
to t h i s was the species Protophormia terranovae during 
spring (March-April) and autumn (October). Conditions at 
these times permitted some of the prepupae to pupate but 
not to emerge. Large numbers of complete pupae containing 
l a r v a l or imago remains were recovered at these times. 
The hardiness o f the three genera, as exhibited by the 
number of empty and, to a lesser extenti complete puparia, 
produced during unfavourable parts o f the year, followed 
the general pattern found i n the preceding work. 
Calliphora species were the most hardy, followed by the 
L u c i l i a species, and then by Protophormia. I t must be 
remembered that f o r t h i s analysis the three L u c i l i a species 
had to be considered together. 
There was some in d i c a t i o n of parasitism during the 
summer months, but t h i s never exceeded 6% 
Moorhouse Batches. Owing to the type of s o i l , i t was 
found impossible to recover a s i g n i f i c a n t proportion o f 
the puparia without destroying them i n the process. 
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V I I I . THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE MEAN 
WEIGHT OF L. BSRIOATA PREPUPAS AND 
THEIR WATER CONTENT AND THEIR VIABILITY. 
METHODo 
When the prepupae were being counted out f o r 
deposition at the f i e l d s t ations, f i f t y of each species 
were selected at random, and a f t e r having been subjected 
to the same treatment as the remainder of the batch 
(usually one night i n a j a r containing sawdust and kept 
at 5° C ) they were k i l l e d i n a cyanide k i l l i n g b o t t l e . 
They were then dried f o r one hour over phosphorous 
pentoxide at room temperature and weighed i n d i v i d u a l l y 
on an appropriate torsion balance. Arranged on a 
perspex rack, they were then dried i n an oven at approx-
imately 70° Co Further weighings were made a f t e r two 
days and then at i n t e r v a l s of one day u n t i l they became 
constant. 
RESULTS. 
Table IJ gives the mean fresh weight and the mean 
dry weight of each batch of L. sericata prepupae. The 
percentage water content has been calculated from t h i s 
data. 
A 2-way Frequency Table was constructed f o r fresh 
weight and percentage water content (• Table ) . The 
correla t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t was found to be 0.17 (Snedecor, 
Table 8.7) which gave a p r o b a b i l i t y greater than 0.1 
(Simpson and Roe, Table IX). The correlation was not, 
therefore, s i g n i f i c a n t . 
A simila r 2-way Frequency Table was constructed f o r 
fresh weight and percentage emergence from the equivalent 
control batch (Table ) . The correlation c o e f f i c i e n t 
was found to be -0.61, which again gave a p r o b a b i l i t y 
greater than 0.1. The co r r e l a t i o n was not, therefore, 
s i g n i f i c a n t . 
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IX. THE CHARGES IN FRESH WEIGHT AND IN WATER 
CONTENT UNDERGONE BY. L. SERICATA PREPUPAE 
•~• DURING THE. SPRING*" " ' 
METHOD. 
500 f u l l y - f e d . L. sericata .prepupae were deposited 
i n a s o i l t i n at Durham on 20 November 1949. Groups 
of 25 prepupae were removed at Int e r v a l s throughout 
the Spring and the fresh and dry weight of each batch 
was determined. The drying temperature f o r t h i s 
experiment was 110° C. and the prepupae were weighed at 
in t e r v a l s of 24 hours. Mean fresh and dry weights and 
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Weeks 
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Mean Fresh wt. 
( i n mgms.) 
Mean Dry Wt. 
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% Dry 
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s a foui 
1 
58« 4 * 5.8 
86.7 * 3.5 
55.8,2 4.7 
d on t h i s 
1 
12.0 - 2.0 
11*5 * 1.4 
11.04$ 1.6 
10.2 * 1.4 
date. Erne] 1 
35.7 1 1.3 
51.7 * 2.1 
50.8 ± 2.1 
28.2 1 1.0 
rgence star 
1 
66.5 & 1*5 
68,3 * 2.1 
69.2 ± 2.1 
71.8 1 1.0 
ted on 10 June 
1 
Each p a i r of consecutive figures f o r percentage dry 
matter were subjected to a te s t f o r the hypothesis that 
the two samples were drawn from one population (Simpson 
and Roe. Example 54). Then the f i r s t and l a s t f i g u r e s 
were compared i n the same way. 
CONCLUSIONS.- ^ " " "~ 
While there was no s i g n i f i c a n t difference between the 
% water content of consecutive batches, the r e s u l t obtained 
when the f i r s t (25 Jan.) and l a s t (15 May) batches were 
compared was over S and therefore gust s i g n i f i c a n t . I t 
may therefore be concluded that L. sericata prepupae 
probably increaee t h e i r percentage water content during 
the spring* 
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X. GENERAL DISCUSSION ON FIELD DATA. 
The two factors which determine the magnitude of 
emergence at any given time are as follows:-
(1) The time taken f o r the.insects to pass through the 
prepupal and pupal stages. This may vary from 
about ten days to a whole winter, or i n some 
cases, a whole year or more. 
(2) The percentage v i a b i l i t y o f the batches. This 
may vary from 0% i n winter to 100% i n summer. 
In nearly a l l cases, prepupae deposited during the 
autumn months were the f i r s t to emerge i n the f o l l o w i n g 
spring. They normally d i d t h i s w i t h i n the same period 
of a few weeks, irrespective o f the date of deposition, 
i f the overwintering m o r t a l i t y was low, then a large 
spring peak was obtained (e.g. L. sericata at Durham). 
I f the overwintering m o r t a l i t y was high then there was 
l i t t l e or no spring peak (e.g. P. terranovae). For the 
batches which emerged during the season of t h e i r deposition 
i t was clear that the development rate was dependent on 
temperature. Usually increase of temperature accelerated 
development, but i n one case at le a s t there were signs o f 
m o r t a l i t y as a r e s u l t of high .temperatures. . . The develop-. . 
ment period reached a certain minimum sometime during 
mid-summer. Clearly, provided the v i a b i l i t y of a l l 
batches was the same, there would be a maximum number of 
f l i e s emerging at a time when the development period was 
T . . . . J 
at a minimum, since the l a t e r batches would tend to emerge 
simultaneously w i t h the e a r l i e r ones. 
There were, however, i n some species, marked 
differences I n the v i a b i l i t y of the batches, depending on 
the time of year at which the prepupae were deposited. 
I n some cases (e. g. L. sericata) those batches which had 
the highest rate of development had the greatest v i a b i l i t y . 
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This enhanced the summer emergence peak* . I n other 
cases (e.g. G. erythrocephala) summer conditions, w h i l s t 
accelerating development, also apparently caused a higher 
death rate. I n such cases, the summer emergence peak 
would he p a r t l y or wholly n u l l i f i e d . Other species 
were intermediate i n t h e i r reactions. 
The l a t e August/September s t r i k e wave may be i n part 
related to the August/September emergence peak character-
i s t i c of L. sericata. but i f t h i s i s so, L. caesar and 
L. l l l u s t r i s would not play an important part i n t h i s -
s t r i k e wave since t h e i r emergence peak appeared to occur 
somewhat e a r l i e r . This conclusion was also reached by 
MacLeod. (1945) who examined the incidence of L. caesar 
and L. sericata on caesar-infested farms throughout the . 
summer. The greatest number of L. caesar s t r i k e s were 
found i n l a t e June and early July. The incidence then < 
declined to a low l e v e l and remained so throughout the 
r e s t of, the season. The greatest number of L. sericata* 
• way-' • 
s t r i k e s xroro also found i n l a t e June and early July, but 
there was a second peak- i n l a t e August. < 
That part of the year during which emergence occurred 
also varied i n length with the species. For the main 
p a r t , those species which appeared f i r s t , disappeared 
l a s t . I t seemed that development and emergence could 
/ • . • . 
proceed at a lower temperature f o r some Bpecies than f o r 
others. Thus, C. erythrocephala and C. vomitoria emerged 
at 2* s o i l temperatures above 4° - 56 C., L. i i l u s t r i s 
and L. caesar and P. terranovae at 8° C, and L. sericata 
at 9° - 10° C. Part of the v a r i a t i o n i n development 
time was due to diapause. 
I n a l l three L u c i l i a species, the percentage of 
prepupae i n each batch entering diapause increased as 
autumn approached, u n t i l , i n l a t e r batches, a l l prepupae 
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entered diapause. Apart from t h i s seasonal diapause, 
part or whole of some L.-caesar and L. i l l u s t r i s batches 
entered diapause regardless of the time of year. This 
diapause sometimes lasted a few weeks, sometimes over a 
year. I n these cases, a s i m i l a r phenomenon occurred 
i n the "control" batches, kept at'22° C. I t seemed, 
therefore, that t h i s type of diapause was due to factors 
suffered before, and not a f t e r , deposition. I t has been 
found d i f f i c u l t t o culture these two species throughout 
the year, as they sometimes tend to enter diapause. 
The spring emergence peaks of the c a l l i p h o r a species 
were almost e n t i r e l y the r e s u l t of batches deposited 
during October and November at Durham, and September and 
October at Moorhouse. . E a r l i e r batches emerged during 
the same year as deposition, and,except i n the case o f 
batches which emerged under r e a l l y wintry conditions 
(December), a l l the viable part of the batch emerged 
wi t h i n : 1 - 2 weeks. Unlike the L u c i l i a species, the 
Calliphora species passed the winter i n the pupal stage 
and r e a d i l y emerged during spells of warm weather. 
P; terranovae, prepupae deposited a f t e r August at 
Moorhouse and a f t e r September at Durham completely f a i l e d 
to emerge. I t has already been suggested that the 100$ 
overwintering m o r t a l i t y may be due to the unnatural 
method of deposition f o r t h i s specleB ( i . e . removal from 
meat). A l t e r n a t i v e l y , i t may be possible that t h i s 
speciee normally survives the winter by hibernation i n 
the adult stage. 
Batches of P. terranovae and the Calliphora species 
tended to emerge over a shorter period than the L u c i l i a 
species - i . e . the individuals of any one batch behaved 
i n a more uniform manner. This was no doubt associated 
w i t h the tendency to diapause inherent i n the L u c i l i a 
specleSo 
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On the whole, meat trap records appeared to fo l l o w the 
emergence patterns f a i r l y closely, but there were some dis-
crepancieso I n most cases there was evidence o f a spring 
meat trap peak f o l l o w i n g the spring emergence peak, and of 
a summer meat trap peak f o l l o w i n g the summer emergence peak. 
The Calliphora species, however, d i d not appear to. conform 
to t h i s plan. The present work has given an In d i c a t i o n of 
d i f f e r e n t i a l m o r t a l i t y during the prepupal and pupal stages 
only, whereas the populations caught i n meat traps mainly 
consisted of gravid females, probably 1 - 5 weeks old. 
There must be a considerable m o r t a l i t y due to predators and 
unfavourable c l i m a t i c conditions during the "hopper" stage 
before the wings have expanded and the c u t i c l e hardened* 
Graham-Smith (1915) found that oppressive s u l t r y weather 
caused a high m o r t a l i t y i n adult f l i e s . 
The decrease i n v i a b i l i t y during l a t e June and the 
whole of July observed i n the L. Bericata batches and i n 
certain of the Calliphora batches d i d not generally appear 
to be caused by too hot or dry conditions, although there 
were signs of t h i s occurring on at least one occasion at 
Durham. 
Examination of the contents of the s o i l t i n s a f t e r 
a l l emergence had f i n i s h e d indicated a parasitism o f only 
up to 6$> i n summer batches and also indicated that the 
main m o r t a l i t y occurred i n the prepupal stage. Some of 
t h i s m o r t a l i t y may have been caused by predators, 
e.g. beetle and dipterous larvae. 
A s t a t i s t i c a l analysis of the correlation between 
the mean weight of L. sericata prepupae and t h e i r water 
content and t h e i r v i a b i l i t y indicated that the batches 
of prepupae had, up to the time o f deposition, an approx-
imately equal chance of su r v i v a l . This conclusion had 
already been reached f o r L. sericata. C. vomitoria. 
0. erythrocephala and P. terranovae from an analysis o f 
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the behaviour of control batches. I t had also been 
found that' the v a r i a b i l i t y i n the behaviour o f control 
batches o f L. I l l u s t r i s and L. caesar was such that 
f i e l d r e s u l t s of these two species were only s i g n i f i c a n t 
i f compared with the behaviour of the equivalent control 
'batch.'1. • 
Experiments on the changes i n fresh weight and i n 
water content undergone by L. serieata,prepupae during 
the spring gave some i n d i c a t i o n that the prepupae increase 
t h e i r percentage of water at t h i s time. . In January, the 
mean percentage dry matter was 55.7 -1,5. I n May, t h i s 
had decreased to 38.2 ± 1,0. Total fresh weight remained 
approximately constant* Cousin (1952). found that 
pupation of L. sericata was impossible when the proportion 
o f dry matter was above 29$. She found that such prepupae 
must f i r s t lose some of t h e i r f a t reserves and then drink 
water u n t i l they had reached the necessary proportions f o r 
pupation. Mellanby (1958) also suggested that prepupae 
drink water i n the spring before they are able to pupate. 
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XT. SUMMARY OP FIELD DATA. 
1. Batches of larvae of L.. eeriest a.. L., caesar. 
L. i l l u s t r l a . G. .vomitoria. G. erythrocephala and 
P. terranovae were l a i d down at Durham and Moorhouse 
throughout 1948 and 1949 and the l a t t e r h a l f o f 1947. 
2. The active season of the various speeies was assumed 
to be the period during which the species occurred i n 
meat trap catches. These were as follows:-
MOORHOUSE.' DURHAM.^  (1948 and 1949V., 
•L. sericata. 
s ' ' If 
L. caesar. 
L. i l l u s t r i s . 
C. vomitoria. 
29 A p r i l to 18 Oct. 5 June to 18 Sept. 
29 A p r i l to 25 Oct. 16 May to 16 Oct. 
29 A p r i l to 25 Oct. 18 May to 16 Oct. 
15 A p r i l to 21 Nov. 18 May to 16 Oct. 
C. erythrocephal'a. 5 A p r i l to 21 Nov. 18 May to 16, Oct. " 
P. terrahovae. 15 A p r i l to 51 Oct. 15 June to 24 Sept, 
•' The e a r l i e s t and l a t e s t dates on which individuals, 
o f the species were caught i n eith e r 1948 or 1949. 
3. The periods during which emergence occurred were as 
follows:-
DURHAM. MOORHOUSE. 
La s e r i cata. Late May to 
Early Oct. 
Mid June to 
Early Oct. 
L. caesar. Mid May to 
Early Nov. 
Mid June to 
Late Oct. 
L. i ' l l u s t r i s . Mid May to 
Late Oct. 
Mid June to 
Late Oct. 
C. vomitoria. Early Apr. to Early Jan. 
Mid May to 
Early Dec. 
E. ery thro cephal a. Late Mar. to 
Early Jan. 
Mid May to 
Late Dec. 
P. terranovae. Mid May to 
Late Oct. 
Mid July to 
Early Oct. 
At Moorhouee a l l emergences started about a month l a t e r 
and ended s l i g h t l y e a r l i e r than at Durham. 
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Lo l l l u s t r l s . 
0. vomitorla* 
Co erythroeephala* Early May, 
P. terranovae. No Peak* 
June* ; 
Late May/Early June, 




Mid June/said July, 




5* Summer peaks* due either to an increase in v i ab i l i t y 
or to a successive decrease in'development period, or both, 
were only obvious from the histograms, in. the case of 
L. sericata.. L* l l l u s t r i s and L. eaesar batches were 
deposited too irregularly to present any peak emergence and 
C. vomltoria. C. ervthrocephala and P. terranovae batches 
emerged within such a short period that there was l i t t l e 
or no possibil i ty of accumulation into a peak* From an 
examination of the relative development periods and viab-
i l i t y of the batches, i t was, however, usually possible to 
ident ify a period during which peak emergence was l i ke ly 
to occur. One would expect, an increase in the mature f l y 
population 1 - 2 weeks after this period. The probable 
peak emergence periods and the peak meat trap catch periods 
were as follows:- ' 





. late July. 1 ' 
' early Aug. 
Species. 
L. sericata. 
L. l l l u s t r i s . 
L. caesar. 
C. vomitoria. 
•C. erythrbcephala. Aug./early Sept. 
. . i 










Species. Peak Emergence, peak wCatch". 
Lo sericata. early Sept, early Sept. 
Lo l l l u a t r l s . ' • • 
Lo caesar. * * 
C. vomitoria. early Aug. late Aug. 
Co erythrocephala, mid Aug. (?) None. 
P. terranovae. late Aug. late Aug. 
* Insufficient data. 
6. From meat trap and emergence records i t appears that 
L . Caesar-and L . l l l u s t r i s are more f i t t e d for development 
under cool : ' conditions than L . sericata. In a cool 
summer such as 1948, the slow development of early batches 
of L . sericata produced a late summer peak, whereas a warm 
summer (1949) caused more scatter. A more detailed study 
into the history of each batch lead one to the. conclusion 
that the extreme temperature conditions prevailing at 
Durham in 1949 caused abnormal behaviour. 
7. In no case was i t shown that summer temperatures or 
dry soil conditions caused the prepupae to aestevate or 
enter diapause due to dryness, although in one or two 
cases i t was possible that v i ab i l i t y was decreased by 
high temperatures. 
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PART TWO - LABORATORY STUDIES OH BLOWFLIES. 
m i EXPERIMENTS OH THE LARVAL STAQE. 
i i l " Determination of The Duration of The Feeding 
. Period'of L. serieata Larvae at 26|° 0. 
v * 
METHODa 
Large batches of L. sericata eggs were obtained 
from the cultures and hatched in the usual way. On 
hatchingp the larvae were placed, together with some 
sheeps*,"lights* on a layer of sawdust i n a maggot-proof 
t in* and the whole was put into the breeding cupboard, 
running at a temperature of 26|° G. 
When the larvae were 1 - 2 days old, a standard 
number was counted out (using a camel-hair paint brush), 
placed on a larger piece of "lights* contained i n a large 
petaidish* In the 1949 experiments, a thin, layer of 
sawdust was placed on the bottom of the pet id dish i n order 
to prevent the larvae from being drowned i n the meat juices. 
The petridish was placed on ah inverted jar over a maggot, 
t i n containing a thin layer of sawdust* The maggot t ins 
were searched twice a day for prepupae and their numbers 
recorded? 
RESULTS. 
Table 12. shows the number of hours each batch required 
to f in i sh feeding? There was considerable var iabi l i ty 
in the results, especially in the case of a batch i n which 
the eggs were hatched overnight. Also, there seemed to 
be considerably more larvae leaving the meat during the 
night than during the day, even allowing for the fact that 
the "night"period was 5 p.m, to 10 a«m« 
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Night 7th Day 
2 Dec. 0 2.6 0*4 1*3 0*2 0*3 O.V 
6 Dee. 0 1*0 0.0 1-5 0.5 5*0 0.0 
26 Jan. (A) . o 3.5 0.4 1.6 0.1 9*2 0.0 
26 Jam(B) Q 0*1 Oil k.8 0.0 2,6 0,0 






The Numbers of Larvae Migrating from their 
Food per Hoar During Day and Might* the Larvae 
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3E. figgs were hatched overnight 
xs . Examined at 12 * hourly intervals 
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(11) The Effect of Diurnal Rhythm on The Duration of 
The Feeding Period of L sericata Larvae. 
METHOD. 
Experiments were continued on similar lines as before* 
but the maggot tins were examined at 12-hourly intervals 
(10 a„m. and 10 p*m,). 
RESULTS,, 
Table /3 shows the average number of larvae migrating 
from the meat per hour of the day and of the night. 
Considerable more larvae l e f t the meat at night then 
during the day. 
(&i&) The Effect of Constant Light on Fully-Fed L. sericata 
Larvae. 
METHOD. 
Similar experiments were carried out under conditions 
of constant l igh t produced by an electric l igh t bulb 
suspended over the feeding larvae. 
RESULTS. 
Table Z4-. shows the number of larvae leaving the meat 
during each day and night. There was no tendency for the 
larvae to leave the meat during the night rather than 
during the day. 
DISCUSSIOH. 
The average feeding time of L. sericata larvae at 
26^° 0. appeared to be from four to four and a half days. 
This period was sl ight ly longer than the normal feeding 
period required by L. sericata larvae, probably due to 
the fact that the fu l ly - f ed larvae spent some time escaping 
from the petr i dish into the surrounding sawdust. 
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Cousin (1932) found the feeding period of L. eeriest a to 
be 55 hours at 25,5° C. and 38 hours 45 min. at?35° 0, 
She^  did not, however, use the time at which the larvae 
l e f t their .food as the end-point of, the feeding period. . 
Instead, she used "the following technique. Fi rs t , she 
took 1,000 larvae brought up at various temperatures and, 
by weighing them 100 at a time, she established a mean 
f u l l - f e d weight. She.does not describe the stage at 
which-she weighed these larvae, but does describe larvae : 
with f u l l crops as " f i r s t stage prepupae". Having' 
established a mean f u l l - f e d weight, she then removed1 
batches of 100 larvae at intervale from her feeding 
experiments and weighed them, v?hen these had reached 
the established " f u l l - f e d weight" she considered the 
batch to be f u l l y fed. I t therefore seems probable that 
she considered her larvae to be fu l l y - f ed at an earlier 
stage than i n the present experiments. , .She also, found 
that a l l Srd ins tar larvae were capable, of pupation.. 
The present, experiments also showed that the larvae 
did not leave their food at a constant rate, but preferred 
to migrate during the night rather than during the day. 
This preference could have been due to an inherent diurnal 
rhythm in the larvae, or, alternatively, due to a photo-
phobic response. Further experiments proved i t to be 
the la t ter . 
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X I I I . EXPERIMENTS ON THE PREPUPAL AHD PUPAL 
' ' STAGBS7 "•' ' . . ~ ~ . 
(1) . THE EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURES CSS 'ftfll •.^ftflAffA PREPUPAB 
" 1 1 . . . . . . . 
:< Over the period during which the following low temper-' 
ature experiments were performed, breeding was being carried 
out at a s l ight ly lower temperature (approximately 24° Co) 
than normally. This meant that larvae were not fu l l y - f ed 
and prepared to leave the meat u n t i l 5 days had elapsed 
from the time of egg-laying. By that time they were 
shiny and pinkish in colour and had digested a l l or nearly 
a i l of their gut con tents. Larvae removed after only 4 
days were s l ight ly smaller, whitish, with their crops f u l l 
of food. 
The experiments were carried out using two temper-
atures, namely - 4 ° CV and *5° C., prepupae of various ages, 
and dry, "normal"* or well-damped sawdust. 
GROUP QBE - THE EFFECT QF - 4 ° OH FULLY-FED (5-DAY) 
LARVAE. 
METHOD. 
Fully-fed larvae (5-day) were counted out i n batches 
of 100 and placed i n "normal" sawdust in honey jars. The 
honey jars were then placed on the ice-box i n the refriger-
ator ( -4 ° 0 . ) ; v.these were removed at intervals and placed 
in the control Incubator (22° G»)• The contents of the 
jars were examined daily for deaths, pupation and emergence, 
RESULTS. 
Table 15 shows the percentage pupation and emergence. 
There appeared to be a double mortality effect : -
(1) A mortality during the prepupal stage of up to 
about 50% 
(2) A mortality during the pupal stage of up to a further 
40-70$. 
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• i 
Exposures of up to 6 hours duration had l i t t l e effect . 
The low temperatures sometimes caused pupation end 
emergence to be delayed for a few days, but there was 
no true diapause effect . , 
GROUP T1B0 - THE EFFECT OF EHPOSOHE TO -4° C. on L. SERICATA 
' ' : ' L A R V A E ' O F DIFFERENT AGES. 
METHOD.' 1 ~. . 
1 ; Large batches of larvae ,were reared as before and 
groups of 100 larvae were removed from the feeding t i n 
4, 5, 6 and 7 days: after oviposition.. The larvae were . 
placed in "normal11 sawdust i n honey Jars as before, and . . 
subjected to -4° C. for 18 hours* Pupation was recorded 
as before (Table /6. ) • • Emergence records were spoiled 
t • 
owing to overheating, which occurred when, the incubator 
capsule - broke.• '• ' : 
CONCLUSiOHS. • 
' i 
. ' Resistance to:cold appeared to increase with age*r 
r ' • 
GROin? ':THREE -• COMPARISON OF THE MORTALITY OF FREPUPAE 
OF VARIOUS AGES KEPT IN DAMP AND IH DRY 
1 SAVSDIJST. AT -4° 0. FOR 18 HOURS. 
METHOD* : ' V. ... 
Groups of SO prepupae, 4, -,5 and 6 days old, were 
placed1 l i i damp and i n dry sawdust i n honey jars, and 
subjected to -4° C. for 18 hours. , Table 17 shows % 
pupation after transferring the prepupae to the control 
incubatory This time a differentiat ion was.made between: 
normal pupae and pupae which had fa i led to contract,' 
remaining larva-like, i n shape.-0 . . . 
COHCLUSIOHSo • 
Mortality was much higher amongst those prepupae 
which were kept i n damp sawdust than in dry. Not only 
was there a greater mortality in the prepupal stage, but 
Sable 18 Ha to of Pupation and Emergence of L.:3epicata 
Prapupae a t 22°@ aftss? subjection to 4*^-5•5vu. 
BgDerlmeata started on 21st December. lQk.7. 
Says at 4.0° $.5°$ 
0 i 3 5 7 12 23 40 
50$ Fupation 1*2 .2*3 1^5 6-7 a 13 25 42 
1-2 1-2 1-2 i 1 2 2 














1st Emergence a ? 11 33 14 20 33 
a a a 8 7 a 10 
30S Emergence 10, i i 12 J * 16 22 mm -
io 10 '9 9 io 4m 


















. * ' 
% Mortality 
(Prepupal) 
% Pupation on 
removal from 
•fridge 
i 0 0 2 0 0 11 m 
0 3 15 26 23 31 • 29"' 31 
Table/? Bate of Pupation and Emergence of P.terranoyae 
1 Preoapae at 22^0 a f ter subjection to l*~5*5wO* 
tmenta started on 21st Sec amber. 19U7« 
. Days at 4.0 - 5*5° 9. 
© 1 3 5 7 






3Q% Pupation 2 2. 4 6 8 
2 1 1 . 1 - i 




























m Emergence 9 - 13 - . 
— a • * a 
1 Mortality 
(Prepupal) 
% Pupation on 
removal from 
fridge. 
% Emergence fr< 
6 2 2 4 2 
0 16 74 30 56 
im76 68 36 76 
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many of the pupae fosmed raere of the uncoatraoted type 
from which thore was l i t t l e or no emergence* 
GHO^P jSDtyft - S0BJBCT20B - OF X* SSRIOA^A MS P. MHANQ^Ag 
PBEP^PAS SO 4 - 5 , 5 ° 0 . FOR 1 - 4 0 SAYS* 
Batches of 00 fu l ly - f ed larvae were put into honey 
Sara .t^ Lth some "normal" sawdust and the gars ^ere placed 
on the f loor of the refrigerator* ?&e temperature i n 
thio region fluctuated between 4 ° G» end 5*5° Go <Tera 
wore removed to the control incubator (S2° 0») at Intervale 
of sev©rai days and the contents ex&nined daily fo r pupat-
ion end emergence* Results are, shorn in Table5 f SV *»- lf|. 
COHCLOSiOHS* 
( 1 ) No diapause effect was produced by sab Meeting either 
L<> seri cat a or g» terranovae to 4 - ,S«5° C« 
Sabjeotion to this t^perature merely retarded 
development fo r the period of subjection, , 
Pi terranovae prepupae readily pupated at this 
taaperature and even 30$ of the &» eerieata prepupae 
had pupated after IS days* 
( 2 ) la a l l cases more than 90$ of the prepupae achieved 
aoscsel pupation* but the longer periods at 4 » 5 ° G« 
did cause a decrease i n the percentage emergence of 
L» aerieatsu Ho uncontracted pupae were formed*. 
QBOUP mm ~ suBJscTicsf OF L« SSRIOATA, L . ILLUSTRIS M O 
Ob SRYTHHOC^ HALA to 4 - 0.S° Go FOB VSSY 
Oroupe of f u l l y - f e d larvae and "normal*' oaldust mre 
placed in honey jars and deposited at the bottom of the 
refrigerator* 'J&ey iser© periodically examined fo r 
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pupation and emergence. Some jars were removed to the 
incubator (22° C») after long periods, others were kept 
in the refrigerator un t i l the insects had either emerged 
or, died. . . . . . . . 
RESULTS. 
(1) A jar of L._ serleata prepupae were removed after 50 
days at 4 - 5* 5° C. 25% had died, none had pupated, 
but 50^ completed pupation within 5 days of being put 
. - into the 22° G. and emergence began after 11 days. 
(2) .. Pour jars of L. eeriesta prepupae, kept i n the 
refrigerator indefini tely, fa i led to pupate. After 
9, months about 10 - 20$ were alive. 
(2) Three batches of L. i l l u s t r i s prepupae, kept i n the 
. refrigerator indefini tely, produced 15 - 50$ pupae and 
5 - 10$. imago Si. The remaining larvae died. 
Examination of the dead pupae showed that a high 
proportion of fully-formed f l i e s died i n emergence. 
(4) One 1 arge bat eh of C. erythrocephala prepup ae, kep t 
i n the refr igerator , .a l l pupated within 2 weeks. 
, There was 20$ emergence within 12 weeks. The majority 
of the imagos,_ however, although f u l l y formed, fa i led 
to emerge. 
( i l & I ... THE EFFECT OP LIGATURES ON EARLY. AND LATE STAGE 
L. SERICATA PREPUPAE., 
METHOD. 
Larvae which had fed for four, f ive and six days . 
were ligatured i n either of two, positions;-
(1) "Head1* - i . e . just i n front of the region of the 
corpus a l l a turn. 
(2) ''Middle" region. 
The larvae were then placed i n jars with normal sawdust 
and deposited i n the 22° C« incubator. They were examined 




The younger prepupae tended to pupate only on the 
side of the ligature which contained the corpus a l l a turn. 
In some' cases the "head" ligature had obviously been made 
behind instead of i n front of this organ. The older 
prepupae tended to complete pupation. (See. Tit/e, 2 0 ^ 
The Effect of Ligatures on Prenupae ffhieh Had Been 
Subjected to 4 - 5.5° G. fo r 50 Davs. ' 
METHOD. 
Two groups of prepupae were used - one group had been 
submitted to the cold temperature after, four days feeding 
time, the other after f ive days. The prepupae were 
ligatured with cotton around the middle. 
RESULTS. 
ALl of the 5-day larvae died. Of the 4-day larvae, 
seven died and the anterior halves only of the other three 
pupated. 
CM) DISCUSSION, 
The fore-going experiments showed that L. sericata 
prepupae increased in resistance to cold with age and 
dryness of their environment. Cousin (1932) submitted 
prepupae of three different ages to -10° C. and found that 
the eldest survived best. Hodson (1937) found that 
Cynomya cadavennia ( ? ) prepupae survived best in moist 
soi l at temperatures just above freezing point, but dry 
soi l favoured .survival below freezing point. From 
experiments on L. sericata prepupae. he concluded that 
soi l moisture does not affect resistance to low temper-
atures un t i l i t is present i n quantities greater than that 
which can be absorbed by the so i l . He suggested that ice 
crystals pierce the body wall and actually inoculate the 
body f l u i d causing partial hydration of the tissues. 
I t seems probable that. In the case of young prepupae, 
the crop contents might also freeze, with serious 
consequences* 
The production of uncontracted pupae from which there 
was l i t t l e or no emergence was characteristic of subjection 
to sub-zero temperatures combined with a damp environment. 
Cousin (1932) also produced abnormal pupae in this manner* 
Exposure of prepupae to temperatures round about the 
threshold of development (4 - 5*5° C.) merely suspended or 
greatly retarded development. No permanent diapause 
effect: was produced, the prepupae resuming development 
soon after their return to control conditions. Normal 
pupation occurred, but there was a decrease i n the percent-
age emergence. Cousin (1952) found that there was some-
times even a slight acceleration in rate of development 
after a period at 5° C. 
fAien kept permanently at 4 - 5.5° C, C. erythrocephala 
readily pupated, L. l l l u s t r i s less readily and L. sericata* 
in one experiment, fa i led to pupate at a l l . The fact that 
20% of the L . sericata prepupae pupated at 4 - 5*5° C. 
in another experiment, suggests that the physiological age 
of the prepupae at the time of subjection to a low temper-
ature may be important. I f subjection occurs prior to 
the circulation of the "pupation hormone11, then the action 
of the la t ter may be retarded or completely arrested. 
Emergence from pupae kept at 4 - 5.5° C. was very 
poor. The fact that development proceeded u n t i l the 
imagos were f u l l y developed and terminated with death 
before emergence, indicated that there was some v i t a l 
lack at this time. The water required for the process of 
emergence may well have been used up during the greatly 
elongated development period, with fa ta l results. 
The readier pupation and emergence of C« erythroeephala 
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at 4 - 5.5° C. f i t s in with the data from f i e l d experi-
ments on the temperatures necessary for pupation and 
emergence. • Graham-Smith (1915) postulated a c r i t i c a l 
temperature of emergence for each species, with a s l ightly 
lower c r i t i ca l point, for pupation. 
LIGATURE BJIPBRBlSHTSb 
A detailed discussion of the physiology of pupation 
is not relevant to the present work.- Suffice i t to say 
that Dennel (1949) suggested the development of a 
"pupation hormone" during the prepupal stage which destroys 
Weissmann's ring and the action of a "juvenile hormone"» 
This activity would commence i n the region of Weissmann's 
ring and the effect would travel backwards and forwards 
from this region. Mellanby (1958) ligatured early and 
late stage C. erythrocephala prepupae in the mid-region 
and found that whereas only the anterior* half of early 
stage prepupae pupated, both halves of late stage prepupae 
pupated.-;' ' 
The present experiments on L. sericata prepupae have 
yielded similar results. Namely, the older pupae 
pupated completely, whereas the younger ones pupated only 
in that'region which contained Weissmann's ring. Early 
Stage L. ' sericata prepupae which had been kept at 4-5.5° C. 
for 50 days, when ligatured around the middle, only * 
pupated at the anterior half. This indicated that the 
movement "pupation hormone" had been inhibited by the low 
temperature. 
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XIV. • EXPERIMENTS OH THE IMAGO, . • 
( i ) THE BPPSCT OP CLIMATIC CONDITIONS ON L . SERICATA 
MALES* • 
Wild L . -sericata females were obtained from meat 
traps and placed in cages under normal culture conditions? 
.The following day, and then at approximately weekly 
intervals* eggs were obtained from them and from culture 
f l i e s . - The batches were brought up under Identical 
conditions ( i ce . normal culture conditions in the breeding 
cupboard which was running at ,26.5° C ) . , . When the larvae 
had finished feeding, batches of 40 , 50 or 100 larvae were 
counted out and placed in damp sawdust in jars in an 
incubator running at 22° C o . The jars were aerated dai ly 
by tipping the contents out on to a large piece of paper6 
The sides of the jars were dampened weekly.. Pupation and 
emergence were recorded daily., 
RESULTS. 
Tables 11^  shows the number of days each batch required 
for pupation and emergence. Specimens of L . sericata 
females caught in the f i e l d from the middle of September, 
onwards gave r i s e to prepupae with a tendency to enter 
diapause, but this characterist ic could be obliterated by 
a period of about a fortnight under culture conditions. 
^DISCOSSIOK. 
The above results indicate that the abnormal 
behaviour of L . sericata females during the autumn was a 
direct result of climatic conditions on the parent and not 
an inherent characterist ic . Cousin (1932) found that 
badlyrfed females gave r i s e to prepupae which tended to 
enter diapause: or possibly the cooler Autumn weather had 
an effect on the developing ova. Dickson (1949) found 
that diapause in Grapholltha molest a (Busck) larvae was 
controlled by the dal ly photoperiod, provided that the 
8S 
temperature was medium* Maximum diapause was produced 
by a 12-hour photoperlod. He also found that the 
photoperlod had no effect oh L . eeriesta larvae. Ho 
experiments have been carried on these l ines for 
L . serlcata images. 
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WEEKLY % EMERGENCE OP SKRIQATA 
























28 July 1.6 065 1*5 1.0 . 
15 August 0.5 2*0 5.5 14.5 2.0 5*5 1.5 
30 August 8.0 29.0 6.0 S*0 5.0 1.5 
6 Sept* 4.0 20.0 10,0 0 4*0 
20 Sept* 0.5 "5*0 3*0 1.0 0 0.5 
1948 
26 April 1*5 0 0.5 0 .0 0.5 5.5 
14 Slay 
15 June - • 0.4 . 1.6 
5 July , . . 
4 August 
TOTALS: 2*1 4.0 19*5 69.5 21* b 7.5 9.4 7.1 
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AT masm DURING 1948, 





























0.5 5.5 16.0 26.5 14.5 2.5 0.5 1.0 0,5 
0>5 1.0 8.0 25,5 11.0 
0.6 0.2 0 0 1.8 2.6 0.2 
0.3 0.3 0.3 1.3 5.0 
< 
2.3 24.0 0.3 0.3 
1.9 1.5 6.9 25.3 58.8. 30.4 26.7 0.8 1.3 0.5 
APPENDIX. S3 
WEEKLY % MERGENCE OF L . SERIOATA 




























26 Apr. 1.5 
14 May 1.6 0.5 
16 June 0.4 3.6 2.4 0.6 0.4 0 .0.2 
5 July 0.7 6.3 8.0 13.3 1.3 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 
4 Aug. 0.3 1.0 3.0 1.3 1.0 0.3 0.7 0.3 0 
24 Aug. 0.3 4.0 22.3 14.0 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.3 
10 Sept. 0.5 2.5 30.3 14.3 4.0 1.8 0.5 0.3 1.0 
24 Sept. 0.5 6.8 14.3 10.5 2.3 1.5 
22 Oct. 
1949 
7 May . 3.0 3.0 3, 5 8.5 6.5 




8 Aug. y 





TOTALS: 1.2 13.5 30.2 84.0 36.1 12.9 7.5 8.5 18.6 32.0 
94-
AT DURHAM DORINQ 1949b 





6 - 1 2 
Aug, 
. 1 3 ^ 1 9 
Aug. 





3 - 9 
Sept 
1 0 - 1 6 
Sept, 
1 7 ^ - 2 5 
Sept, 
2 4 - 3 0 
Sept. 
1 - 7 
Oct, 
8 - 1 4 
Oct. 
1 5 - 2 1 
Oct. 
* . • 
• • • • • • '• 
0 , 7 . 0 . 0 . 3 
i • 
, "i . • 1 
p. 3 0 . 7 .' . 





6 . 5 5 , 0 1 4 , 5 5 . 0 2 . 0 Q , 4 . 0 0 . 5 
- • . . . . 
0 2 . 0 9 . 0 • 8 , 5 . 1 , 0 1 . 5 5 . 5 • 7 . 0 1 . 5 3 . 0 4 . 0 o 
0 . 5 0 ; 2 , 0 0 . 5 . 0 3 . 5 0 . 5 • 2 , 5 1 , 0 5 . 5 0 . 5 




t -2 • • • • 
2 . 0 4 , 5 4 . 0 . 1 , 5 
5 . 0 
• 7 . 0 0 . 5 - . 
8 . 5 9 . 0 2 3 . 8 1 8 . 5 8 , 0 8 . 5 1 4 , 5 8 o 0 1 1 . 0 4 . 5 9 . 5 0 . 5 
APPENDIX. 9S 
WEEKLY % EMERGENCE Off L . 3BRIQATA 
(From batches deposited 
















15 June S 0.2 0 0 0.2 
5 July 0.3 0 0 0.6 
4 Aug. 
24 Aug. 
TOTALS: 3 0.5 0 0 0.8 
WEEKLY % EMERGENCE OP L . 3ERIGATA 
(From batches deposited 



















15 June 2.0 2,0 8.0 4.0 6.0 3.0 1.0 
5 July 1.3 0.7 1.0 0 0.3 0 
4 Aug. 0.7 
24 Aug. 2.3 6.7 7.0 2.7 0.7 1.0 5.0 2.7 
10 sept. 0.3 2« 3 11.5 6.5 1.5 8.0 8.0 2.0 
1949. 
11 June 





TOTALS: 2.6 11.7 21.8 17*9 7*2 15.0 33.3 18.7 
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AT MQORHOUSB DPRIKQ 1 9 4 6 . 
daring 1 9 4 8 only) . 





4 - 1 0 
Sept 
1 1 - 1 7 
Sept. 






2 - 8 
Oct. 
9 - 1 5 
Oct. 
1 6 - 2 2 
Oct. 
0 . 8 S o 8 8 . 4 0 . 4 0 . 4 0 . 4 
0 6 * 7 2 . 0 0 . 7 0 , 3 0 . 9 
r\ n 
0 . 2 0 •* a a 0= : 0 ' 
U o C 
0 . 6 
0 . 8 1 0 . 8 4 . 4 1 . 1 0 . 7 0 . 7 0 " 0 . 9 
AT MOORHOUSE PORING 1 9 4 9 . 





5 - 1 2 
Aug. 
1 3 ^ 1 9 
Aug, 
2 0 - 2 6 
Aug. 




3 - 9 
Sept 
0 
1 0 ^ 1 6 
Sept 
1 7 ^ 2 3 
Sept. 
2 4 - S C 
Sept. 
1 ^ 7 
Oct. 
8 - 1 4 
Oct. 
2 . 0 • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 3 
0 * 7 0 b Oo 3 
• 
2 . 5 2 . 5 0 . 5 
4 . 0 1 * 5 0 2 . 0 0 . 5 , • 
6 . 0 3 . 0 
• 
2 . 0 2 . 0 
-
5 o 0 5 . 0 1 0 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 
, . . 
0 . 5 
6 . 7 1 . 5 6 . 0 7 . 3 2 . 5 5 . 3 5 . 6 1 0 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 0 . 5 
Appendix* 
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CATCHES OF L . SERICATA IN MEAT TRAPS 
~~ DORIH& 1948 AND 1949. 
Durham Moorhousc 








I I Total 
\ In com* 
plete 
Records) 
29/30 Apr* 0 4 4 0 0 0 • -
6 / 7 May 2 0 2 0 0 0 
13/14 May 8 13 10 0 10 
20/21 May 49 87 136 9 3 12 -
27/28 May 17 20 37 43 12 55 
3 / 4 June 















17/18 June 23 29 52 24 22 46 -
24/25 June 3 15 18 57 16 73 2 
1/ 2 July 9 1 10 103 76 179 4 
8 / 9. July 13 1 14 170 89 259 -
15A6 July 12 8 20 145 174 319 • -
22/23 July 25 16 41 81 37 118 1 
29/30 July 77 25 102 103 55 158 1 1 
5 / 6 Aug. 30 12 42 94 40 134 1 1 
12/13 Aug. 13 5 19 92 106 198 0 
19/20. Aug. 46 , 19 65 115 106 221 0 
26/27 Aug. 31 8 39 5 47 52 - 16 
2 / 3 Sept. 22 10 32 26 8 34 - c 
* 
9/10 Sept. 11 9 20 85 0 85 - r 
16/17 Sept. 3 3 6 108 2 110 mm 
23/24 Sept. 2 3 5 2 0 2 -
30 Sept*/ 
1 Oct. 
3 2 5 52 1 53 -
7 / 8 Oct. 4 3 7 104 0 104 -
14A5 Oct. 0 1 1 50 8 58 -
21/22 Oct. 0 0 43 1 44 -
28/29 Oct. 0 0 0 1 0 1 -
* L . r lchardei . 
APPENDIX,, 
-r7T-. 9? 
WEEKLY % MERGMGB OP L , IliLUSTRIS 

































15 Aug. 3.0 7.0 6«0 23.0 4.0 
6 Sept. 2o5 12*5 41,0 
. 20 Sept. 2.0 14.0 12 JO 6,0 
18 Oct. 3.0 4.0 3.0 ,2.0 .3.0 Ob 5 0 1.0 
1948. 





TOTALS: 6.0 21.0 23.5 52.5 60.5 6 f 5 0 1.0 0 : 0 
WEEKLY % BflERQMOE OP L . ILLUSTRI3 


















15 July , . . • : 2* 5 2.5 
... 3 mg* 2.0 
24 Aug. 0.5 27.0 7.0 




10 Sept Ni l 
TOTALS: 22.0 28.5 55.5 15,5 
AT DURHAM DURING 1948. 











































2.5 58.0 0 0 0 28.0 15.0 0 5.0 4.0 0 0 4.0 
AT DURHAM DURING 1949. 
during 1948 and 1949^ . 


























0 0 2.0 
100 
14.0 7.0 0 0 2.5 100 0.5 
APPENDIX. too 
WEEKLY % EMERGENCE Off L . ILL03THIS 
(From: batches deposited 
(Ho L l l l t t a t r l s batches were 
I'D; 22- 29- 5- 12- 19- 26- 3-. 10- i 7 - 24- 3 l 
pate of 21 28 May 11 18 25 Jne 9 16 22 30 J l y 
Deposition May May -4 Jne Jne Jne -2 J l y J l y J l y J l y -6 
June J l y Aug. 
1948. 
15 June 




WEEKLY % EMERGENCE OF L . ILLUSTRI3 
(From batches deposited 
• • 





























15 June 1.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 3b 0 5.0 
16 July 2.0 2.0 
4 Aug. 2.5 
24 Aug. 3.0 9.0 5.0 7.0 8.0 
11 Sept. 8.6 .20.0 34.0 4.0 





TOTALS: 3^0 7.0 28; 5 36.0 46.0 19.0 
AT M00RB0U3B DURING 1948. 
Paging 1948 only)« 
. deposited et Moorfeauae during 1 9 4 7 a ) 
4^"* 28 I T "mr 25 le-
7-13 20 27 sAug* 4-10 17 24 -Sep* 2=8 •SM15 ss" ' Aug. AUg« Ang«- -5 - . Sep* Sep* Sep. -1 06t» Oct* Oct* 
Sep. - . Oct* 
22,0 28 eO 12*0 1,0 loO 
i 
10*0 2*5 
AT, MOOBHOaSE OURIHG 1949o 
pqglni;-1948 and 19491 * 
so1,' 3b-, 17-22 • 89 July 6^12 19 26 Aug* 3^ -9 16 23 ( 





5.0 0 0 0,3 0*5 0*5 0*3 
1«Q 
15*0 13*0 1*0 1*0 -
3.0 1.6. 
5.0 15.6 13*5 1..3 1.0 0*3 ,0*5 3.0 M 
to 2 . 
Appendls. 
CATCHES OF L . I L L U S T R I S MALES I N 
MEAT TRAPS AT DURHAM DURING 1948 AND 1949o 









X I Total 
13/14 May 2 1 3 0 0 a 
80/21 May 24 33 57 2 0 2 
87/28 May 8 9 1 1 2 
3 / 4 June 1 3 4 1 0 1 
10A* June 6 1 7 3 2 5 
17/18 June U 11 22 1 . s. ( 6 
24/25 June 0 8 8 8 0 3 
1/ 2 July 6 1 7 3 2 5 
8 / 9 July 0 0 0 18 4 28 
16/16 July 1 3 4 3 12 1 5 
22/83 July 6 s 8 3 2 5 
29/30 July 60 24 . 34 4 6 10 
5 / 6 Aug* 7 3 10 6. 8 14 
12A 3 Aug« 0 1 ; 1 • 1 4 5 
19/20 Aug. 1 0 1 1 3 4 
26/27 Augo 1 2 3 0 2 8 
2 / 3 Sept. 15 9 24 1 0 1 
9A© Sept. 4 4 8 0 0 0 
16/17 Sept. 0 0 0 1 0 * 
23/24 Sept. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SO Sept. A Oct. 2 0 8 o 0 0 
7 / 8 Oct. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14A5 Oct. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21/22 Oct, 0 1 1 0 0 0 
28/29 Oct. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WEEKLY % WmtGmGE OF L . CAESAR 
—^mmmwmmm^ammmmmmmmmmmmmmm•M«an55i55CE5S33SSS: 
Carom batc&es deposited 




























J i y 
194? 
6 Oct. S*7 5,0 8©G UoO 12*0 4«0 7,0 1*0 -
1946 
14 MOST : 
5 duly 






10 Sep to 
T9TAI.83 3.7 8,0 3.1.0 13.0 4.0 7,0 1,0 0 
fflgm.? % M E R » C E Qg L . CAESAR 
(iffrora batches deposited 






























14 May a 3 
5 Ju ly i 8 9 4 19 4 1 
4 Mg« 1 8 i 8 1 
10 Sept, 38 18 4 11 So 5 lo5 0*5 0.5 
83 Oet« 39 9 4 4 4. 6 8 0 
1049 
18 Moy 40 




2 80 38 1? . 78 He 5 10,5 3*5 51.3 
AT Wmm DURING 1948o 
dar ing 1947 and 1948la 
s i 












































26.0 i 7 i d 2.0 1.0 
< 
2.0 1 . 5 
0 • 0 . 0 d. 26„0 17.0 -2.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 , 5 
AT mS&m WRING 1949, 





































• 4 Ob 5 
22.5 10 0 4 ' 52 6 0 4 0*5 1 
105" 
WEEKLY % MERGENCE OF L . CAESAR 
(From batches deposited 
Batch 
L a i d Dotaa 
ADDPOX. 
15 

































6 Oct. 0,5 1.5 15.5 11 7 
1948 -
15 JUne 6 
5 Ju ly 
4 Aug* 
11 Sep to 
TOTALS! 0.5 1*5 3.5 15.5 11 13 
WEEKLY % MERGENCE OF L . CAESAR 
1948 
15 June 









as Ma; li-!0 11-1.7 
-1 Tf^  ^ 
it. - 13-
Tf,} 
2 . 2 8 4 6 4 





1 1 3 
13.5 29 20 7 4 4 
7.5 9 
15.5 39 32 16 11 16.5 10 
106 
A? MQOBHQOaS imm& 1948. 
doping 1947 and 1948)* 
SI 
dfeiy 7-13 

























• 21 10 10 1 
t 
1 
4 1« 5 SI 10 1 1 ... • • 
• AT H003HOU8E PORING 1949,. 












1 • • • • 1 
36 6 2 10 I S 1 0 1 
'°7 
Appendix, 
CATCHES. OF L . CAESAR MALES IN 
MEAT TRAPS AT DURHAM DURING 1943 AND 1949. 





. Tr ap 
I I 
Tota l Trap 




29/50 A p r i l o 0 0 0 I 1 
6 / 7 May 0 0 0 1 1 2 ' 
13/14 May 1 5 4 5 : 1 
20/21 May ' 18 48 66 1 0 1 
27/28 May 6 9 15 1 6 7 
5 / 4 June 1 1 2 0 11 i i * 
l O A l June 1 , 4 5 1 21 22 
7 6 15 1 4 5 
24/25. June 0 11 11 2 0 2 
1 / 2 Ju ly 5 1 
' ' ' '. . . I 
6 1 5 4 
8/ 9 Ju ly 0 
i 
2 2 5 8 11 
15/16) J u l y 2 4 6 16 19 55 
22/25 Ju ly 9 6 15 4 25 27 
29/50 Ju ly 85 21 104 1 7 8 
5/ 6 Aug. 16 6 22 2 5 5 
12/15 Aug. 5: 6 11 0 1 1 
19/20; Aug. 18 25 45 0 4 4 
26/27 Aug. 9 8 17 0 5 5 
2 / 5 Sept. 4 8 12 2 1 5 
9AO: Sept. 1 16 17 0 0 0 
1 6 A 7 Sept. 0 0 0 5 0 5 
25/24 Sept. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 Sept. A Oct. 1 0 1 0 0 0 
loa 
WEEKLY % EMERGENCE FROM LUCILIA BATCHES DSP0SITED 
AT DURHAM DURING WINTER 1947-8. , 
( i . e . a f t e r the terminat ion o f the 1947 b l o w f l y 
season and before the beginning o f the 1948 one). 
Date o f Week Ending: 
Deposition 21 28 4 11 18 25 2" 9 16 23 30 
Mav May «. rune June June June Ju ly Ju ly J u l y Ju ly July 
L«, SERICATA 
1947. 
20 Oct. 1 • 2*5 8 6.5 0 0.5 
SO Nov. Nil« -
27 Dec. • 0.75 0*5 0.75 
1948. ' • • 
23 Jan. 1 1 
20 Feb. 0.4 0.8 0.4 
24 Mar. 2.0 6.0 5.5 3.0 5.5 4.5 0.5 
TOTALS - 1 3.25 11.5 14.6 6.3 3.9 5.5 4.5 0.5 




30 Nov. r 2 .2 :. ' 12 _6 : '• 2 
27 Dec. 1.5 0.75 3 2 ' 3' • 6 2 3 1 1 
(Plus 1% i n August 1948 and 2.5% i n 1949). 
1948. 
23 Jan. 1 0 0 1 1 
(Plus 4& i n V 349) 
20 Feb. 1.6 1.6 
(Plus 1% i n 1949) it 
24 Mar. 4 12 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
TOTALS 5.5 14.7 9 16 10.6 9 2 5 2 7*6 
L . CAESAR 
1947 ; 
30 Nov. 2 , 
1948 
23 Jan. 0.4 0.4 0.8 









L . SERIGATA 
1948 
23 Oct. 5 3 
20 Nov*. 1,5 28 3 
18 Dec., 0. 5 
1949 
12 Feb.. 8 26 
11. Mar... 0.5 0 0 
16 Apr. 
'. • TOTALS: 2 41 32.5 
L * ILLUSTRI S 
L . CAESAR. 
1948 
: 20 Nov. 10 .37 8 
18 Dec. 2 1.5 1.5 
1949. 
16 Apr. 4 
TOTALS: 12 38.5 13.5 
IfO 
I 
WEEKLY % EMERGENCE FROM LOCILIA BATCHES 
DEPOSITED AT DURHAM DURING WINTER 1948-9. 
Week Ending: 
10 17 24 1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 
June June June Ju ly Ju ly Ju ly Ju ly Ju ly Aug. Aug. Aus. 
4 15 5 4 1 V 
3.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 
1.5 0.5 * 
18 18 ' : 4 ; 
1 ! H I ; 
2.5 6.5 10.5 2.5 6.5 1 1 
0.5 0 2 16 16 15 13 2 1.5 1.5 1 
29.5 41 19.5 9 24 17. 5 16 13 2.5 1.5 1.5 1 
No prepupae deposited. 
5 b 1 1 
1 1 
6 1 1 1 
HI 
WEEKLY % MSRGSNCE FROM. LUGILIA, 
SORING THE 
Date o f 
Deposition 










Ju ly Ju ly 
23 
Ju ly 
L . SERICATA. 
1947. 
Nov.-Jan. Ho emergence. 
1948. 
- -
28 Feb. 1 1 2 3 
27 Mar. 1.5 1.5 1 1 0,5 0.5 
20 Apr. 2 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 1 
15 May. 0.5 0.5 0.5 
TOTALS: 2 2 2 2 3 3.5 5 
L . ILLUSTRIS. 
1947. 
' 
2 Nov. 5. 10 5 
28 Dec. 0.2 0.3 0 0 1 
1948. 
24 Jan. 1 2 
28 Feb. • • 
._ 20 Aor. 2 9 10 12 11 1 
TOTAL Ss 2 9.3 15.3 22 17 4 
L . CAESAR. i 
1947. 
1 Dec* No emergence. 
1948. 
24 Jan. 
20 Apr* r - -
. .15 May -
TOTALS: 


























































1 ( P l l 18 5$ i n 1< 
r 
»49) 














. 5. • 1 18 . 3 I 
ri-s 
WEEKLY % EMERGENCE FROM LUCILIA BATCHES 
Date o f 



















L . ILLUSTRIS. 









































DEPOSITED AT MOOSHOUSE DUSIBfO THE WINTER 1948-9. 
Week Ending: 
12 19 26 2 9 23 30 
Aug* Aug. Aug. Aug. Sep. Sep. Sep. Sep. 
1 0.5 
7,5 1 1.5 6.5 4 • -
1.0 lb 5 1 6 5 0 • 1 :• 2 . 5 13.5 





-. WEEKLY % EMERGENCE FROM 
AT DURHAM DURING 
AND 
• . . . 


















C. . VOMI T-
ORIA. 
1948. 
22 Jan. 0.7 7.0 16.7 4.7 0.3 0.3 
20 Feb... _ 16.0 9,0 A 10 




SO Nov. 33 
1948. 
23 Jan. 0.3 15 6 4 2 
20 Feb. 1 22 
24 Mar. 4 0 




18 Dec. 13.5 29 21 6 1 
1949. 
12 Feb. 7 34 36 2 
11 Mar. 3 70 1.5 0.5 
9 Apr. 70 10 




12 Feb. 4 4 16 52 10 
11 Mar. 1.5 10 4 .5 19 b 5 1.5 






























I S . 5 3*5 4.5 Q.5 0.5 
13.5 3.8 4,_5 0o5 2 0.5 
"7 
WEEKLY SMERQENCB; PROM 
MOORHOUSE DURING THE 





5 i 4 
June 
i o ^ i T 
June June 
G. VOMITORIA -
1947 s 2 Nov* 5 1 
1948s 24 Jan. 0.5 1.5 4 7.5 4 
28 Feb, 4.5 6.5 13 
14 Masr 
TOTALS: 0.5 1.5- 3.5 19 18 
C. ERYTHRO-
CEPHALA. 
1947: 2 Nov. No emergence. 
1948x 24 Jan. 1 1.5 2 5 2 
28 Feb* 1 11 
27 Mar. 2 
27 Apr. 10 
15 May. . 
. TOTALS: 1 1.5 2 4 25 
C. VOMITORIA. 
1948: 20 Nov. 41 4,5 
18 Dec. 6 1.5 
1949 12 Feb. 3 14 
12 Mar* 11.5 15 
9 Apr. 12 11.5 
7 _May. 
TOTALS: 73.5 46.5 
C. ERYTHRO-
GEPHALA. 
1948 s 25 Oct. 1 
1949: 12 Feb. 4 
12 Mar. 0.5 7.5 
9 Apr. 0*5 32 
7 May. 1 
18 May 
TOTALS: 2 44.5 
I I S 
CALLIPHORA BATCHES.DEPOSITED AT 






















2 I ,0.5 
12.5 2.5 1 . 0.5 • 
24 34 12 2 2 2 1 1 8 
14.5 27.5 35.5 12.5 .2 2 2 1 1 8 
1 Q.3 
14 7 
4 12 4 4 5 5 4 
46 v 22 6.5 1 
11 19 11 3 3 .3 '.. , 5 4 
65 52.3 29 16 8 8 7 5 4 
1 • 





7.5 0 2 9 5 
29 17.5 1 3.5 4 1.5 
23 4 9 11 1 0 1 2 1 
40 45.5 7 21.5 20 2.5 0 1 2 1 
Table lO Examination of Contents Of Durham S o i l Tins deposited Qurin^ .1947 1<%8 
DATS OF DEPOSITION PHEPUPAE DEPOSIT ED PUPARIA RECOVERED i TOTAL | 
1947 LUCILIA CALLIPIIOHA PROTOPHOHLUA LUGILIA CALLIPHORIA PR0T0PH0P11IA LUOILIA^ 
15 Aug* 300 90E+4D 195 ; 
31 Aug, 210 110E-t.6D*6P 113 
6 Sept* 250 101E*llD 101 ' 
20 Sep, 221 50 45B 21S 34 
6 Oct. 150 200 15'OE 46E 79 
18 Oct, 400 400 293E*18F+2P 73B+20E" •: 66 ! 
4 ITov. 200 200 * 42E*11D HIL 
30 Nov. 200 34 4E*2L 13E i 
30 Hov. 50 200 8E*1L HIL 12 
27 Dec. 
1948 
800 • 107E+1F+6D+5L 104 
23 Jan, 500 300 5E 85E+1P+1L 4 
23 Jan, 100 300 150 15E*2D 109E+7D ITIL 7 ' | 
20 Feb 560 700 85 8E+3D+1L 341E+4L+6D HIL 10 
24 Har. 250 50 500 74E*6L+3D+4F 28E+3D+1P 110E+215D+26F+8L 67 
26 Apr. 525 100 400 96E+1D+3E1 244E+82D ? 
15 May 250 500 400 116E+10D+4L+5F+6F 394E+6D+3F+6P 343E4-31D-J-15F-J-1L SB 
15 June 500 150 500 345E+15D+15F+3L+5P 133E*2D 399B-5-10D+14F+2L+2P 75 
3 July 400 50 50 205E*2D 32E^3D 18E+11D 206 
15 July 200 100 300 173E+5F-J-5P 55E+3P 243E+12D+1P 151 
4Aug. 40 250 400 164E*4F*1L 86E+9D+1P*2L 17 
4 Aug. 600 250 . 32 0E*2F 90E+7D+1P 265 
24 Aug. 650 300 334E*1D+12P 272*6D*10P 286 
10 Sep. 50 400 200 44E+1D*1F*3P 177S*3D+20F*7P 185E+1D+11F 47 ! 
10 Sep. 600 100 396E+11D+7F+3P 90E+3D-5-1F 380 
23 Oct. 290 90 70 131E+1D 66E+2D+19F 172*47F 160 
KEY:- E «. Horjnal emergence. D = decayed or dried out pupa (death in early pupal stage) 
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> 
A conoifierable proportion of a l l species 
;7QPG oblo t o pupate cm& aetassorplioae 
soccQSGfUlly* Some cvi&once o f a l i g h t 
paraaitiom 
Some Oallipliora prepupac pupated 9 but no 
ProtoohoridLa* • 
A l l species f o i l e d t o pupate 
Callighora,-pupatsfl otioceosfully, L u e i l i a 
less suceosGfally* Protoplioroia not at 
lia i r l i ? succecsfall pupation of a l l spooisa 
but a largo number of Protopliorsia died i n 
pupal stage* 
Over 5o;1 pupation of a l l spoeieo, Soma 
eviQeneo of alight pupation. 
Less successful pupation i n L u e l l i a and 
Protophopmia than i n Oolliohora* Uany 
died i u pupal stage 
Table 2.1 The Duration (in Days) of the Prepupal and Pupal Periods (at 22°C) of the 
Offspring from Wild. Culture Wssricata- femalos 
BATE 021 WHICH EQG8 
wHEB MID E/.PT' 
QIIS ST 01?' 
PU?A£20tf 
50% . 3Q% P0PAT10" 
l e t 50% 90;* 
EIISGSITCS 
1948 Culture F i e l d Culture FieM Culture ia a l a Culture Fiel d Culture Field" Culture F i e l d 
23 Auguot (18) 3 4 3 ; 5 30 10' 12.. 14 14 17 - -
10 September . /' (39 ) 3 22 5 101 7 107 13 77 16 117 - -
1949 4 
• 29 August | . 2 1* 5 5 7 12 14 14 17 - -
5. September - 3 3 4 11 14 •13 13 17 - - •mm 
12 September A 3 3 5 6 ' 7 - 13 13 15 16 -
12 September 3 ;> 3 4 6 7 13 13 14 13 
28th September J 2 6 2 47 14 79 11 13 n T 58 81 
28 September K 2 5" 2 45 14 90 11 15 13 63 - 98 
7 October T 3 6 4 66 j 104 12 16 14 95 15 -
7 October U - 5 81 98 - 16 - 115 -
14 October ¥ i 7 3 73 6 o£ 12 16 12 -82 -
H|. October 1 8 2 73 , 6 96 11 17 62 , if ™ 
Table 22. The Duration ( i n Cays) of the Prepupal Period (at 22 UC) of the Offspring from 
VJiia L.sericata Females Tiliich Had Bees Ilept Under Culture Conditions For 
Various Periods. 
DATE ON WHICH FLIES 
W32HB CAU&hT OHSET OF PUPATION 50% 
PUPATIQ2 f 4. PUPATION 
L'o of "Day c undor 
cuitux-e conditions 1-2 8-11 15-19 1 8-11 15-19 1-2 8411 15-19 
1949 
11 September 3 . 5 6 5 6 
>; - 86 o 
11 September 3 4 6 - i ' 7 / — _ 9 
27 September 5 • 6 3 46 24 10 90 93 17 
5 October 6 7 3 66 74 ? 104 97 5 
5 October 5 (i —» oJ. 74 4 93 97 5 
13 October 7 6 - 74 72 - 96 112 
13 October 8 4 74 73 96 98 
